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The NEWS
DICK the cat dead
"T/te zvorCd needs more greatness. <We need more
tVicassos, more 9dozarts, not more Mitti 1/aniCtis. 9{pt
more Haircuts." ■- *BiCCy JoeC
9{g.zus editor: JonathanStover Associate editor: %g.ri CDowns
SPECIAL TO THE CORD
Plagued by various marketing
and promotional problems, the
organizers of the "Who Kid-
napped Dick the Cat?" program
of first term are licking their
financial wounds.
BACCHUS (WLUSU's
responsible drinking group) and
Vice-President: University Af-
fairs, Stuart Lewis are scrambling
to find buyers for 75 t-shirts and
to explain the value of hiding the
$600 feline costume in a base-
ment for most of the first term.
"The idea of Dick the Cat has
been very successful," said BAC-
CHUS Director Sean Martell.
"The kidnapping idea didn't go as
well as itmight have, though."
A loan to the Lewis' depart-
ment to pay for the 101 promo-
tional t-shirts was granted by the
WLUSU BOD in October. BAC-
CHUS had to sell 75 shirts at $10
each to make its money back.
Only 25 shirts have been sold to
date, and several have been given
away as promotional prizes.
Clues in Wilfs were to lead
interested patrons to the identity
of Dick's kidnapper. Only two
people "entered" die contest, ac-
cording to Martell.
As department head, Lewis is
relatively unconcerned about the
approximate $500 loss.
"I imagine the bulk of it can
come out of my administration
budget, with the remainder being
split between BACCHUS and the
other departments," said Lewis.
"There's a Health Plan sur-
plus of $1000 that the F&B (Fi-
nance and Building) Committee
could re-allocate", he said.
Martell admitted it was Lewis'
idea to sell the t-shirts and
WLUSU Board members have
agreed that Lewis' influence had
a significant effect on the passing
of the loan.
"As the head of the depart-
ment, I must take responsibility
for my successes and all my fail-
ures," said Lewis.
Martell and Lewis hope to sell
some of the shirts at the upcom-
ing Alcohol Awareness Week.
WLUSU Director Dan Niel-
sen was asked why anyone would
buy t t-shirt promoting a
campaign several months old.
"Don't ask me," he said.
Is this the end for DICK the Cat? DICK, we hardly
knew ye... (Liza Sardi photo)
Young Liberals squabbling?
DUBLIN GARRED COYNE Cord Weekly
The Ontario Young Liberals seem to have a
problem on their hands. And according to one
Young Liberal, the problem is Nick Masciantonio,
the president.
According to a Liberal who attended a Toronto
meeting at which a group of Young Liberals were
to discuss the Meech Lake Accord, the president is
biased in his support of a leadership candidate yet
to be declared.
At that meeting last week, it was decided that an
investigation would be called to look into the ac-
tions of the president and the Youth Co-ordinator,
Dairyn McArthur. One source said that they have
been relieved of their duties pending the investiga-
tion, according to one source.
The Executive Director of the Liberal Party of
Canada (Ontario) Gail Young, for whom the Youth
Director works, said that McArthur is still working.
She noted that allegations into the actions of em-
ployees have not been brought to her and that if
someone has evidence to support claims of wrong-
doing then she will handle it. Employees of the
party are strictly forbidden to support candidates of
any position, especially in "something as important
as leadership" Young stated.
Young went so far as to question the jurisdic-
tion of the group that met to investigate the actions
of elected party officials and party staff.
The Young Liberal who attended the meeting
stated that McArthur has access to the files of the
OLP, and that a recent decision by the executive of
the LPC(O) to refuse access to the files by all mem-
bers of the party proved that there was a problem.
The source said "that the LPC(O) is Martin-run",
referring to leadership hopeful Paul Martin Jr.
In reference to a supposed accord brought about
at a meeting over Christmas, the"St Nicholas Ac-
cord" was signed by the Liberals to keep leadership
politics out of the Ontario Young Liberals. The
source said that Masciantonio is biased in the
leadership race and has not lived up to his duties to
support the motions of his wing. He apparently sup-
ported a motion at the bi-annual convention in
Hamilton that was not supported by the Young Lib-
erals but was supported by the LPC(O).
The source said that the LPC(O) may throw out
the call for an investigation.
The Youth Co-ordinator declined comment on
the issue and referred this reporter to the President.
Masciantonio could not be reached for comment.
The President of Tridel and President of the
LPC(O), Alvio del Zoto, was in a meeting and
could not be reached for comment
Richard Mahoney, Executive Assistant to MP
Paul Martin Jr. stated that his office and Mr. Martin
have nothing to do with the problems in the
LPC(O) or Young Liberals. He said that McArthur
was not involved in the Martin campaign, and that
the whole issue was brought up by some people in
one campaign to "strike against our campaign". He
would not mention the campaign that may have
been behind it.
Mahoney added that he had no plan to counter
the issue and that the whole thing "must be worked
out by the LPC(O) and the Young Liberals."
The Russian ambassador was supposed to appear at opening
night for Sarcophagus. Because of the Lithuanian crisis, he was
called home for briefing. We think this was a member of the
Soviet consulate (left) but for all we know, he may have been the
consulate janitor. So it goes with glasnost. (Chris Gain photo)
Around the campus
WLU Students' Union nominations for elected positions
opened on January 15 and run until January 26. WLUSU
sources say that people who have already applied to run for
president of WLUSU include current Vice-president: Univer-
sity Affairs Stuart Lewis, WLUSU Director Maureen McGuire
and Atrium publisher Bruce Hodges...
The Dean's Advisory Council met on Monday night to dis-
cuss the Atrium. Details of the meeting were not released to the
public. A second edition of the 'new' Atrium, complete with
advertising, was allegedly published two weeks ago, but as the
newspaper has permission from neither the DAC nor the uni-
versity's Solicitations and Advertising Committee to be distrib-
uted on campus, several thousand copies of Atrium II were sit-
ting (at press time) in an undisclosed place on or near the WLU
campus. The Cord Weekly offered to publish an extra 12 to 16
page section of the Cord full of the articles in The Atrium
which are currently unavailable to the Laurier student body, but
that offer was rejected by The Atrium powers-that-be...
WLUSU sources also say that Lounge Supervisor Dan
Dawson has been offered a 12-month contract extension by the
Students' Union to continue his good work at the student bars.
It's the first such extension ever offered to a Lounge Super-
visor, and would take effect on May 1. It was not known at
press time whether Dawson had accepted or not... rj^jj
The urinals in the mens' washroom by TV Lounge will be
finished if and when the" waterline is fixed, so for now the
urinals will remain lying on the floor of the 'washroomVlt
would be astounding if someone taking his or her leave frorij
the Turret didn't try to walk off with a porcelain souvenir be-
fore they're re-connected...
The 'new' WLUSU Health and Drug plan was passed Sun-
day night. Going into effect next school year, the plan will cost
$23.30 in student fees for single coverage and $52 for a family
plan. Drug coverage will come through a drug card which stu-
dents will present when buying prescription drugs. The student
will pay 20 per cent of the amount on the spot, and WLUSU
will pick up the rest of the tab. VP: University Affairs Stuart
Lewis, who was a prime mover behind the plan, said of the
plan's passage "I'm so happy with it. Don't print that."...
Ife Cord Weel^Cy 'WilfridLaurier University January 18,1990
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Rae vs. Ridpath
Socialism vs. objectivism in thrilling debate
PAT BRETHOUR Cord Weekly
Which is the most 'moral'
system -- capitalism or socialism?
That's the question that was
the subject of Confrontation '90.
The sold-out event, sponsored by
the Students of Objectivism, took
place at the University of Water-
loo's Humanities Theatre on Jan-
uary 10. The participants in the
often-heated debate were Dr.
John Ridpath, a York University
professor, and Bob Rae, the
leader of the Ontario NDP.
Espousing the views of
libertarian philosopher Ayn Rand,
Ridpath coolly contended that
radical capitalism was the moral
system. The professor said that
any moral system must be based
on the life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness. The prime threat to
these goals was the threat of
physical force by a collective
society. To be truly moral, a sys-
tem cannot, through physical
force, impose its collective will
on an individual, Ridpath said.
Dr. Ridpath then described a
mythical capitalist society, where
the government was made up
solely of a police force, an army
and courts. In this society, each
person would look after himself
only, without any regard for
others. Ridpath described his
ideal as "a society for producers
and traders, not moochers and
looters..."
Bob Rae vigorously rebuffed
this capitalist Utopia, calling it
"...the pursuit of loneliness ... an
attempt to avoid permanent facts
about the human condition". Tak-
ing a centrist stance, the NDP
leader said "Socialism is an ex-
pression of humility, as well as
obligation."
To contrast capitalism with
socialism, Rae chose the example
of blood donations. In the United
States, he stated, blood donors are
paid. In Canada, blood is given
freely. This shows, he said, the
fundamental difference between
capitalism and socialism: the
recognition of our responsibility
to each other.
Rae went on to explain that
democratic socialism sought to
strike a balance between this re-
sponsibility and democratic free-
doms.
Ridpath denounced Rae's
argument in a number of ways.
After first complaining that Rae
was not being sufficiently ab-
stract, he went on to assault the
substance of Rae's argument.
Comparing socialists like Rae to
the Mafioso, Ridpath said
"(Socialism is) the doctrine that
every individual has no right to
exist ...the denial of individual
right to property." Ridpath also
denied the collective right of
society to social legislation,
saying "the fundamental danger
of democracy is that the majority
will hold sway."
Several members of the
audience hissed at this comment.
Rae attacked Ridpath's al-
legations, stating that capitalism,
through large corporations, is also
collective.
Questioning then began from
the audience, who had been emo-
tional and responsive throughout
the debate. One question, directed
at Bob Rae, asked if he would
force citizens to pay taxes. After
saying he would enforce the pay-
ment of taxes, Rae was attacked
by Ridpath. He said that Rae's
statement was an example of the
"violence" socialists would per-
petrate on society if they were
given a chance.
Rae replied that even in Rid-
path's capitalist Utopia, taxes
would have to be paid. Another
question aimed at Ridpath asked
about the radical capitalist
opinion on the environment. Rid-
path replied that in the case of
pollution, the culprits would be
penalized for their actions. Bob
Rae then jumped in, saying that
even radical capitalism recog-
nized that people have more than
individual obligations.
The debate closed with short
statements from each speaker.
Ridpath expressed his hope that
Confrontation '90 had provoked
people into thinking. Bob Rae
closed by quoting the Rabbi Hil-
lel: "If I am not for myself, then
who is? But if I am for myself
alone, then who am I? And if not
now, when?"
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THE NATIONAL THEATRE
SCHOOL OF CANADA
I thought that might get your attention. It worked for the Joker.
.
WM
But don't worry, I'm not going to kill you. I just want you to tell Design || mm
all your friends about this. There are great things going on at Production
WLU STUDENT PUBLICATIONS. EKC' SfHffFirst of all, there's a General Meeting next Wednesday , the 24th, 1 K
at 5:30. If you've ever wanted to know about the publishing
business, this is your chance. We'll be electing two corporate AUDITIONS
Directors at that meeting, so if you're really keen about getting
_ ■ ,i n/;nn , DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONinvolved you should apply. As well, the CORD needs someone
with good English skills and a desire to get in on the newspaper
industry to be a Copy Editor. For details, information, or even a 'tfheyschoS 'lease write or telephoneut more about
little stimulating conversation, pop by our 2nd floor S.U.B offices
'
„ , e . ,0 ' r r " The National Theatre School of Canada
or drop us a line at 884-2990. You'll be glad you did. sMont?eaiD%uebec eet
H2J 2LB
(By the way, we were kidding about the free money. Hubba, hubba, hubba.) Te/ . 842-7954
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!
For a professional looking resume, poster, newsletter, or flyer there's
really only one choice UT&T. Inexpensive, conveniently located on
campus in the Students 1 Union Building, and 100% student run, UT&T
can fulfill all your typesetting needs.
'
CALLUSTODAY AT 884-2990!
A Division of Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Glasnost women
KERI DOWNS Cord Weekly
As part of its week long Russian Festival, W.L.U. sponsored a
seminar on "Women Under Glastnost", in the Paul Martin Center on
Monday.
The seminar, presented by Ester Reiter, professor of Sociology at
Brock University, and Meg Luxton, coordinator of Women's Studies
at Atkinson College, Toronto, was designed to explore reform
policies dealing with part-time work and extended child care under
Mikhail Gorbachev's system of Glastnost, or "openness".
Reiter reviewed women's issues in U.S.S.R. on two trips to the
Soviet Union, one in June of 1988 with Luxton, and the second this
past December. She found a distinct gender hierarchy there, not all
that different from the one found in our own society.
The Bolshevik revolution of 1917 was greatly influenced by
demands for female equality, and as a result, the U.S.S.R. was the
first nation state to legislate formal equality for women. The society
offered women more equality than was found in most capitalist coun-
tries. Many of the things North American women have rallied hard
for in the past, such as abortion and job equity, have been an excepted
part of the Soviet woman's life for many years.
Unfortunately, feminism in the U.S.S.R. is often equated with too
much work. Said one Soviet citizen, "If a woman has a job, takes care
of the children, and prepares the meals, it is because she is eman-
cipated. Let her pay for it. She has her freedom".
Soviet women made many gains in the employment sector. Their
pay is guaranteed by law, and they are similarly guaranteed equal op-
portunity in promotions, employment options, and health care. They
receive all the same benefits that Soviet men do, except they are paid
much less. Soviet women are granted equal job levels and titles, but
not equal wages.
Both Reiter and Luxton felt all these benefits for Soviet women
were actually limiting their equality and serving as a barrier between
the sexes. Although more Soviet women work in the paid work force,
they are still almost solely responsible for domestic work as well.
Soviet women do two times as much domestic work and child
rearing as Soviet men, and have 50% less leisure time each week than
men. The double burden placed on Soviet women is well known. Said
a representative of the Soviet women's committee, "We are not
satisfied with the way our society runs its functions".
80% of Soviet divorces are instigated by women, despite the fact
that counselling services tell women to be patient, it is her job to care
for the kids, house, and husband, even if he does not work and drinks
too much, a common problem in the U.S.S.R. One Soviet man said,
"All girls should be prepared for the role of wife and mother." Al-
though 51% of the Soviet work force is women, the female role is
still defined by responsibilities outside of paid employment.
Rieter said Glastnost has made many women question their free-
dom. In the U.S.S.R., Soviet women are told they would like to be
weaker, would like to lose some of their emancipation, and need less
freedom. North American socialist feminist notions of equality are
very different. Soviets, according to Reiter, feel men and women
have fundamentally different natures, and different social duties.
The 90 minute seminar concluded with a question period during
which a packed Paul Martin Center crowd, dominated by women,
could express their opinions and question the presenters. Reiter felt
very strongly on the topic of equality.
"Equality must include every sector of life, not just work", she
said.
Vladimir and Maya Frumkin performed Russian songs of dissent in the Concourse on January 15
as part of the Festival Laurier 'Back in the USSR* presentation. (Mojo photo)
Time to get a summer job
CHRIS STARKEY
Cord Weekly
While most students are
concerned now with getting
back into the swing of classes
or planning for Reading Week,
the folks at Career Services
say you should be looking at
your summer job prospects
soon.
"If you're in the market for
a summer job, get down here
soon", said Joy Mitchell-
McLean, Employment Ser-
vices Co-ordinator. Mitchell-
McLean noted that some of
the jobs on file have applica-
tion deadlines of late January
or early February, and some
very good opportunities may
be lost.
Students looking for sum-
mer employment should check
the bulletin board at Career
Services for active job files,
then leaf through the summer
binders. The binders include
rates of pay, brief job descrip-
tions and application informa-
tion.
Career-oriented jobs are
once again available, as well
as the traditional favourites.
Tree-planters, municipal
government workers, recrea-
tional leaders and student-run
service businesses like paint-
ing, fencing and sprinkling are
also popular. Summer Jobs
Co-ordinator Mary Reibling
said caution should be used
before signing job contracts
with any employer, though.
"Make sure you know ex-
actly what the company offers
as far as support in the case of
student-managedbusiness, and
do some research into the kind
of job you will be doing", said
Reibling.
She pointed out that many
students sign up for jobs like
student manager jobs and tree-
planting without knowing the
job or the company. Career
Services staff cannot monitor
or follow up on their summer
job postings, so the onus is on
the employee to research their
job.
While Reibling declined to
comment on the "best" sum-
mer job opportunity she has
received this year, the most
unique offer is from Arctic-
quest, a Canada/Soviet Union
joint Arctic expedition.
Soviet media
JULIE ANN WELLS Cord Weekly
On Monday evening, Barrie Zwicker, a media analyst and pub-
lisher, presented a workshop on media coverage with relation to the
U.S.S.R. as part of this year's Laurier Festival.
The brief but insightful presentation provided a basic analysis of
the Western biases that infiltrate our media, and it illustrated a
definite prejudice against the U.S.S.R.
Zwicker, publisher of the monograph entitled, "War, Peace, and
Media", a study of three major Toronto dailies over a six-month peri-
od, admitted that there was, in fact, more negative representation of
the Soviets in the news than he expected. For example, only one in
126 stories was positive within that six-month period.
Zwicker suggested that Western media neglects to mention Soviet
merits in their culture or their library and parks systems. Instead, as
one-dimensional propaganda, Western media is pervaded with "inter-
nal contradictions" and persuasive messages "suffused by our own
western values".
During the workshop, Zwicker presented a section from the jour-
nal's coverage of a BBC Panorama program on the war in
Afghanistan. Through the use of this visual aid, he effectively il-
lustrated the manipulation of the English language in the media: its
ambiguities, its carefully deliberated "agenda biases", misleading
phrasing of the passive voice and a lack of balance in media terminol-
ogy. This illustrated that Canada is "enmeshed in the global
propaganda system," Zwicker said.
The workshop allowed for informal discussions which brought
forth several interesting questions from Laurier scholars themselves.
Perhaps the most crucial underlying moral of the seminar was
brought up with regards to Zwicker's comments on letters to the
editors. He suggested that such 'active journalism' is most powerful
and important Read most, he proposed that letters to the editor pro-
vide knowledge beyond that of the mainstream media.
The workshop was followed by a small reception in the Paul
Martin Center, where people were able to speak further with Zwicker.
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OSAP, graft, sex and scholarships
Students borrowing under the
Canada Student Loan program
will have an extra three per cent
to pay back after 1991. Secretary
of State Gerry Weiner announced
a three per cent "administration
fee" on student loans last month,
to recoup costs of defaulted loans.
"If you need a loan, you obvious-
ly don't have a lot of money,"
Around
the
Horn
. k
said Canadian Federation of Stu-
dents chair Jane Arnold. "And yet
they're making these people pay
more. This is realiy regressive."
Secretary of State official Len
Westerbf.rg said the fee, whier*
will apply only to new loans, will
be tough on students now, but
will help them in the long ran. "If
we don't start getting some of the
(defaulted loan) money back, the
tax payer will end up with the
bill," Westerberg said. He said
students have defaulted on $150
million worth of loans...
A University of British
Columbia student council execu-
tive has resigned after a special
investigation revealed he had
taken more than $6,000 in council
funds.
Two other executives were
implicated in the "financial ir-
regularities" which involved a
hidden account used by council
executives for unauthorized loans
and the purchase of beer and
pizzas.
Karl Kottmeier, the council's
director of finance, resigned on
January 10 after a special audit
revealed that between loans and
advances to himself, he had ac-
quired nearly $6300 of student
money...
Quebec's post-secondary edu-
cation minister announced a tui-
tion increase December 19. The
increase will come in two $350
instalments, one next fall and an-
other in Seotember 1991.
By 1992, students will be
paying; about $1,240. Universities
will also be permittee to slap on
an extra 10 per cent fee. Tuition
fees in Quebec — Canada's
lowest — nave been frozen at
about $517 since 1969.
Canadian university students
pay an average of $1,479 per year
in tuition fees. Quebec's largest
student federation, ANEEQ, says
a tuition fee increase will be
devastating to the province's uni-
versity students. ANEEQ points
to a study conducted by noted
economist Clement Lemelin
which suggests 12.5 per cent of
students will drop out if tuition is
doubled...
Canada may have had more
international students last year,
but not on purpose, according to a
recent report.
The number of students in
Canada on visas increased 8.6 per
cent from 1988 to 1989, accord-
ing to the Canadian Bureau for
International Education's (CBIE)
annual report on international stu-
dents.
But CBIE official Jennifer
Humphries said the increase
wasn't the result of government
efforts. "There really isn't that
much to be proud of," she said.
"The increase is due to factors
outside our control."
Humphries said much of the
influx came from Chinese stu-
dents, fleeing repression in China.
"Many of these students will be
apolying for permanent residence,
so they won't be visa students
next year," she added.
About 3.7 per cent of post-
secondary students are in Canaaa
on student visas, Humphries said,
compared to 4.5 per cent in 1975-
76...
In the wake of last month's
University of Montreal massacre,
the University of Saskatchewan
students' council wants scholar-
ships set up for women studying
in non-traditional faculties.
"It is (the council's) feeling
that we must attempt to do more
than simply mourn the tragic
situation that has come about,"
said council vice-president
Andrew Thomson.
"We must attempt to establish
a positive, pro-active response
that will hopefully work to pre-
vent such events in the future by
furthering the promotion of true
equality between the sexes," he
said.
The council is calling for 14
scholarships for women entering
the U of S in faculties such as
engineering, graduate studies and
agriculture, where most students
are men...
About 30 Yukon College
teachers held a silent protest
recently against their lack of in-
put into the hiring of a new col-
lege president.
"The staff feel that the deci-
sions that directly impact us
should involve us as we are very
important to the students," said
Yukon College Employees Union
official Alexis Petersen.
Staff and faculty were left off
the hiring committee for the Col-
lege's new president. "The Col-
lege exists to serve the students
and that the administration and
Board exist to help the staff in
that," she said...
Richard Hummel will take the
University of Toronto's sexual
harassment committee decision
against him to court.
A hearing panel said the
chemical engineering professor
sexually harassed Beverly Tor-
fason by "prolonged and intense
staring" in Hart House pool in the
spring of 1989.
He appealed the decision to
another university board, and in a
3-2 decision last month the ap-
peal was rejected. The committee
banned Hummel from a campus
athletics facility for five years,
but later reduced the punishment.
Hummel said he is confident
he will win his case in Ontario
Divisional Court. Arthur Martin,
a former Ontario Supreme Court
justice chaired the appeal panel.
He disagreed with panel's final
decision and recommended a new
hearing...
This edition of the campus newsticker
was compiled using the Canadian
University Press news exchange.
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LARGE CHEESE LOVER'S"
PAN PIZZA
p.s.t.
Fresh Mozzarella, tangy Cheddar
and mounds ofMonterey Jack,
plus any two of your favorite toppings.
Now that's ooey-gooey good™ But hurry,
this is a limited time offer.
Ofter valid on dine-in, lake-out and delivery outers. Available at partici- B HTTWIpalingrestaurants only. Not valid withany other Pizza Hut offer or coupon.
® Pizza Hut is a registered TradeMark of Pizza Hut Inc. ®
Registered user Pepsi-Cola Canada Ltd.
® Pepsi is a regcaereo Trade Mark ol Pepsi-Cola Canada Lid
Next week in news filler-bits at 2:55 a.m. Kings should trade ei-
we should have a when my chest cold is ther Bernie Nicholls or
whole darned host of making my lungs feel Luc Robataille for
stuff. hopefully like Manuel Noreiga's some defensive help,
enough so that I don't face. C'est la vie. Some young defensive
have to write any of But you know, Ido help.
these goddamned think that the LA Ooh. Ooh.
Hahahahahahahahaha
■■■■■■■■■■ hahahahahahahahaha
■■ ■■ B ■ | hahahahahahahahaha
| VV hahahahahahahahaha
Education gSat
Ask about the Canadian Forces Regular Officer Training Plan for
Men and Women. _
• have your education paid for by the Canadian Forces at a HTOD COUIS&S
Canadian militarycollege or a mutually selected Canadian ,
university upon acceptance. lOr tIIGZ
•receive a good income, tuition, books and supplies, dental and
health care and a month's vacation if your training schedule allows. FEBRUARY 10
• choose from a large selection of programs. ■ OAT
• have the opportunity to participate ina number of sporting and LwA I
cultural activities.
• on graduatioa be commissioned as an officer and begin work in JANUARY 27
your chosen field. _
> For more information on plans, entry requirements and vjllVlM IfIL opportunities,visit the recruiting centre nearest you MBMBMM/\ orcall collect — we're in the Yellow Pages™ under
~ Recruiting. Call:
Choose a Career, Live theAdventure. MmW (416) 923"^REP (7737)
SETCM%)MMMTEEE—IWJJ l-800-387-5519
for information and
M £*)M 5i starting datetf
Regular and Reserve Reguliereetde reserve CanadJl
The Students' Union wants you
SPECIAL TO THE CORD
Everyone has complained
about the Turret Why does it
look like a high school gym-
nasium, or even worse -- the
Argo locker room? For $200
000 of the students' money,
why do we only see a new
dance floor and a half com-
pleted stage?
There have also been com-
plaints about the Students'
Union: misuse of funds, smok-
ing policies, equality, student
activities, and more. All of
these problems have to deal
with student life and can be
resolved by our Students'
Union.
And with WLUSU elec-
tions coming up in February,
your voice can be heard at the
highest levels of student
government. Nominations for
everything from the president
to members of the Board of
Directors opened on Monday,
January 15 and close on Janu-
ary 26.
Become the president or
one of the vice-presidents who
have a direct impact on im-
proving campus life and
resolving problems. If you
cannot make the commitment
required by these positions,
become a director.
To give you more informa-
tion about these positions, the
current position holders have
commented on their roles and
experiences. Read on. You
may find something that inter-
ests you.
President A 1 Strathdee:
If you want a nice cushy
job with an office, the ability
to boss people around, a large
expense account, and a huge
salary, stay involved in the
university studies and keep
buying lottery tickets.
However, if you enjoy
working with people, enjoy a
challenge and would like to
work to make life better at
WLU for students, the presi-
dency of WLUSU may be just
for you.
Having been involved in
WLUSU in various aspects
throughout the university, I
have thoroughly enjoyed hav-
ing the chance to serve as
president. Not only is there the
joy of problem solving, and
the political challenge of the
day, this position offers the
chance to meet a great many
Why is A 1 Strathdee smiling?
Because he only has to deal
with the WLU Administration
for another three-and-a-half
months, that's why.
people. There is also the op-
portunity to work with an
enthusiastic group of students,
and the challenge of working
with our administration and
pressing for better services for
students.
While this position is a
full-time one, the fun and ex-
perience in the position can be
very rewarding. You may even
get to take advantage of a few
of those free lunches often
only offered to university ad-
ministration. GET IN-
VOLVED! DON'T JUST
COMPLAIN! YOU CAN
MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
RUN FOR WLUSU PRESI-
DENT!
Executive Vice-President
JeffWalters:
This position is rather
unique in nature. There are a
few specific responsibilities,
but essentially the job can be
whatever a person makes of it.
The executive vice-
president sits on several com-
mittees including Operations
Management Board (OMB),
Constitutional Operations and
Development (COD) and the
Board of Directors (BOD) for
WLUSU. As well, the execu-
tive vice-president is
responsible for the hiring and
overseeing of First Year
Council (FYC). Beyond these
committees which meet week-
ly, the executive vice-
president is involved in the
day-to-day operations of
WLUSU. As well, the supervi-
sion of the full time staff and
their regular evaluation falls
under the job of the executive
vice-president.
The executive vice-
president deals with most legal
matters for WLUSU and is in
regular contact with the law-
yer. This position also deals
with the by-laws of WLUSU
and any changes to them as
well as changes to WLUSU
policies that become necessary
during the year.
This is an excellent job for
someone who is interested in
dealing with administrative
Executive Vice-president
JeffWalters
responsibilities and desires a
challenge while working for
the students of WLU.
Vice President: University
Affairs Stuart Lewis:
I can remember walking
into a meeting regarding Via
Rail and sitting down beside
Kitchener Mayor Dom Car-
dillo. I had barely grazed the
seat with my behind when a
CKCO television reporter
asked me to step out into the
hall and do a brief interview.
Upon walking back into the
room, hoping once again to
begin the meeting, a K-W
Record reporter asked me to
stand up against the wall for a
few photographs. She then
proceeded to fire away with a
few questions, which I hoped I
had answers for. Once again, I
trekked back to my seat. The
mayor then leaned over to me
and said, "Jesus Christ, I'm
the goddamn mayor and no-
Vice-president: University
Affairs Stuart Lewis
body wants to talk to me!"
Dom is pretty high profile
but even student politicians
have a chance at the limelight!
Being this year's
VP:University Affairs is
without question an experi-
ence that I would never trade.
Don't get me wrong, there are
a lot of days I've felt like
"throwing in the towel", but
when all is said and done the
job has been fantastic!
The one thing about this
job is that its inherent success
or feature is wholly dependent
on one's ability to make it
such. Thus, it gives an individ-
ual opportunity to explore,
learn and invent in a variety of
different arenas.
The University Affairs De-
partment encompasses a wide
variety of areas including: the
Legal Resource Centre, the
drug benefit plan, the BAC-
CHUS Program (alcohol
awareness), campus clubs,
recycling, research centre, etc.
This leads to a great deal of re-
sponsibility being placed on
the shoulders of the vice-
president.
The position allows for
liaison with media, all levels
of government and allows for
one to also play the proverbial
politics within the university
itself. The VP.University Af-
fairs is an elected official and
is a voting member of the
WLUSU Board.
Undoubtedly, I would
recommend this learning expe-
rience to anybody; at least,
anybody who is dedicated to
work hard for WLU students.
The rewards you ask...
monetarily speaking they
aren't high, but believe me,
personal satisfaction for a job
well done pays high dividends.
Board ofDirectors:
It is ten o'clock on a Sun-
day night and you are in the li-
brary boardroom arguing with
fifteen tired, irate members of
the Board of Directors.
Actually it's not as bad as
it sounds. Usually one or two
of the Board aren't there.
Being a member of the
BOD is perhaps the most
unique and exciting postion at
WLUSU. Basically what you
and your fourteen counterparts
do is oversee the general
aspects of student life at
WLU. You approve budgets,
submit ideas, and basically
keep and eye on the day to day
events at the school. What
makes this job interesting is
that you are not limited to
strictly one area of the Stu-
dents' Union. You, as a direc-
tor are free to become in-
volved in all of the areas, fi-
nance and building, university
affairs, marketing, and student
activties. By doing this you
can get a view of the inter-
workings of not only the stu-
dent government, but also the
administration.
The 'job description* of a
Board member is quite simple,
in that it allows you the free-
The Cord Weekly
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V jostens 1
bill needle
The devil is instinctual
Jack the Ripper.
What a neat guy.
Red Jack oniy killed half-a-
dozen, but it was the style he did
it in. He sent a postcard to Scot-
land Yard daring the police to
catch him. Signed it Yours truly,
Jack the Ripper. You crazy kid,
you.
bill needle'smailbag
Ted Bundy took notes. So did
Son of Sam. Charles Stark-
weather was too stupid to take
notes. He just killed, him and his
13-year-old cheerleader
girlfriend.
Marc Lepine didn't have the
same presence as old Jack. But
they can do wonders these days.
Put a beard on Kevin Bacon - he
did a nice turn as a young psycho
in Criminal Law. Bacon it is. Roll
the film.
The blood ain't real, is it?
You poor dumb assholes.
You don't believe in Evil any
more. You laugh at killers. You
drink up Freddy Kruger and
Jason Voorhees. They aren't even
scary anymore. You watch them
to see who gets killed most
originally. You have no souls.
You don't live in a society.
You live as storm-torn bits of
flotsam and shit. Lust pulls you
together. Family relations bind
you slightly. But the rest of your
societal ties are gone. This sure as
hell isn't a civilization.
Not when Lepine can pop up
like Bozo the Gun-toting Clown
on a spring. And dat old debbil
aftermath. Finger-pointing and
banner-waving. Moral high
ground, my ass.
You have no faith and you
have no cohesiveness and you
don't give a shit about one anoth-
er.
Sexism and racism are
virulent symptoms. They give
Evil focus. They point it on its
bloody path.
Oops. Four-letter word, there.
Evil? Sorry. There is no Evil,
There is only humankind's dark
heart, after all. The evil of
banality, we might say. A kinder,
gentler brimstone.
Not the type of evil that sends
postcards. Banal evil cops the in-
sanity plea every time, doesn't it?
Banal evil isn't bright enough to
drive wedges between anyone
who might try to fight it. We can
all see evil, can't we?
Banal evil wouldn't do some-
thing as subtle and loony as, say,
getting the right people to cry out,
in the bloody aftermath, 'Only
this group has the right to mourn
— and only this group bears the
guilt for this.'
Naw. That's damn well im-
possible. We know what's wrong,
don't we?
You have no faith and you have no cohesiveness and you
don't give a shit about one another. This sure as hell isn't a
civilization. You have no souls. Run, rabbit, run.
Suggest that the columnists
and letter-writers and memorial
organizers who dumped the
blame for this squarely on the
heads of all men, who barred men
from the memorial ceremonies
may have played into the hands
of the same corrosive darkness
that drives people apart with
racism and sexism in the first
place? That's hellish craziness.
Horseshk.
Which of these examples
doesn't belong?
1) A rabbit freezes in a head-
light. His pals chomping on grass
at the side of the road watch
blithely as a car scatters his poor
stupid guts to the four winds.
2) A herd of antelope run en
masse from the lions surrounding
them. They are chased down. A
lot of them die. Rather bloodily.
3) A guy with a gun walks
into a room of several dozen
people. He orders the men out
and they comply. He starts shoot-
ing. People run wildly, try to hide
behind pillars. Outside, everyone
scatters.
Process of elimination. Take
notes if you want.
1) Rabbits are too sodding
stupid to realize that the thing be-
hind the headlights is going to kill
their buddy. Ditto for the rabbit
about to become another jellied
meat pancake.
2) Antelope don't get the idea
that there are a lot more of them
then there are lions. That a
stampede towards the lions would
turn lions into kitty puree. Dum-
bass bovines.
The rabbits and antelopes are
excused due to innocence by rea-
son of stupidity.
We ain't.
Why didn't anyone -- woman
or man or women or men or hu-
man beings -- do a damned thing
to stop Marc Lepine?
Beast from Land walked in
the room. Waved the magic stick
most of us call a semi-automatic
rifle.
Run, rabbit, run.
For the duration of the shoot-
ing, there were no human beings
in that Montr6al classroom.
No one in that room gave a
shit about anyone else. They ran.
Society is all of us. But not in
that room. We are too weak,
maybe too weak to survive at all
as a civilization. We do not love
one another. Wrapped in our own
self-love and cowardice, we most
manifestly do not give a shit.
We've gotta talk some more.
The Biil Needle columns attempt tc
provoke thought and discussion on sensi-
tive issues. The columns in no way
represent the beliefs of Cord Weekly or
Student Publications staff] or of the paper
itself, except in that the Cord Weekly
believes in the right of all people every-
where to freedom of speech and a public
forum to air all views.
The Cord Weekly
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-dom to become involved in whatever capacity you choose. Re-
quirements are that you attend the required amount of meet-
ings, join a commitee (commission service and review, finance
and building, constitutional operation and development, student
activity and entertainment, and marketing). Along with this you
have one and half hours per week office hours in WLUSU
Central.
The Board of Directors is at the least an unforgettable expe-
rience, which enlightens you on the various aspects of life at
Laurier.
Make the Difference:
A difference can be made. We need people like you who
are concerned. I know you're concerned if you have read this
far. Idle complaints can be turned into positive actions. Run for
president, executive vice-president, vice-president: University
Affairs or a director of the Board and let your voice be heard
and turned into results.
Pick up your nomination form at the Students' Union. We
need people to make the difference.
VIA cuts, Sheila Copps and auto sales
The VIA cuts which went into
effect on Monday resulted in the
elimination of 2761 jobs, almost
40 per cent of VlA's total work-
force of 7300. Instead of 405
trains a week, VIA will now run
200...
The United States has drasti-
cally cut its financial support to
the United Nations Food and Ag-
riculture Organization because
that agency voted to help the
Palestine Liberation Organization
teach Palestinians how to grow
food on the Israeli-occupied West
Bank and gaza Strip. The U.S.
was expected to contribute $61.4
million for 1989, about a quarter
of the organization's budget In-
stead, it will contribute $18 mil-
lion...
Sheila Copps has declared her
intention to run for the leadership
of the federal Liberal Party, sur-
prising no one. The Hamilton MP
and former 'Rat Packer' is the
second officially declared candi-
date...
Lithuania took another step in
its apparent move to secede from
the Soviet Union with the elec-
tion of reformist Community
Party chief Algirdas Brazauskas
as president of the republic. That
gives Brazauskas the reins of
both Party and state machinery in
the republic, the first time in
Soviet history that a republican
leader has held both positions at
once. Mikhail Gorbachev cau-
tioned the republic against seced-
ing during a recent three-day
visit...
A vast majority of Canadians
believe that abortion should be al-
lowed under at least certain cir-
cumstances, according to a recent
Gallup poll. 59 per cent of Cana-
dians think that abortions should
be allowed under certain circum-
stances, while another 27 per cent
believe that abortions should be
legal in all cases. 50 per cent of
those surveyed said that abortions
should be legal if agreed upon by
a woman and her doctor, 45 per
cent if the abortion is performed
within three months of concep-
tion, 73 per cent if the child is the
result of rape and incest and 82
per cent if the mother is
endangered by the pregnancy...
Panama has asked for $1 bil-
lion in recovery aid from the
United States to help pay for the
damage caused by the recent in-
vasion of the country...
Believe it or not, you're sup-
posed to pay income tax on tax-
able items bought outside the pro-
vince of Ontario by residents of
the province. According to a
study by an accounting firm, the
province is 'losing' up to $80
million a year in taxes because no
one is doing a very good job of
policing the Retail Sales Act..
The drop-out rate in Third
World schools is about 40 per
cent, a United Nations study says.
Part of the problem lies in the fact
that education spending in Third
World countries has declined dur-
ing the 1980s by as much as 25
per cent in some cases as coun-
tries struggle to pay debts and
military expansion...
And December auto sales
dipped, continuing a trend which
has led market analysts to predict
industry troubles due to durable
automobiles and consumers
hesitant to purchase new cars un-
til the question of whether a
recession is imminent is made
clear. Domestic automakers
reported drops in sales of 18,2 per
cent compared to December 1988
while importers reported a drop
of about nine per cent...
Laurier business students
party and think hard
CHRIS STARKEY
Cord Weekly
Laurier's School of Business and
Economics prides itself on
producing the well-rounded stu-
dent. This was certainly in evi-
dence at last weekend's Queen's
Inter-Collegiate Business Compe-
tition (ICBC) in Kingston.
In addition to placing second in
two of the business case divi-
sions, WLU's team of nine
walked away with the Chairman's
Award for having the most
spirited team.
"To be blunt, I think it means
they partied the most with the
Queen's students," said faculty
adviser Brian Smith. "But I think
they were chosen by the
organizers (the Queen's Com-
merce Society) because of the en-
ergy and enthusiasm they
demonstrated during the four-day
competition".
The Laurier nontet was made up
of Terri Jerrard, Lois Norris,
Michael Ketchum, Kim
McCarthy, Joan Pickel, Brock
Furlong, Jill Tousaw, Tim Hogan
and Bryan Welsh, all fourth-year
BBA students. They were compe-
ting against 23 other schools from
all across Canada, and only the
top five groups in each division
were invited to the finals last
weekend.
Unlike the Integrated Case
format WLU third-years are ac-
customed to, the ICBC was
divided up into six different cate-
gories, all with different cases.
Laurier competed in four of these
divisions.
Jerrard and Norris finished sec-
ond to a Carleton duo in the Ac-
counting division in dealing with
a car dealership facing a sales
slowdown and Pickel, McCarthy
and Ketchum were runners-up in
advising the Molson Board of
Directors of the effects of the
Molson-Carling merger. The Uni-
versity of Calgary took top
honours in the Business Policy
division in edging WLU.
Tousaw and Furlong worked on
Vaseline Intensive Care Skin Lo-
tion's marketing problems in
withstanding a market share chal-
lenge in making the national top
five and Welsh and Hogan were
commended by the judges for
their considerable debating expe-
rience, despite the fact they have
never been through the process.
Only the top five overall schools
in the preliminary rounds held
last fall were allowed to enter a
debating team.
The students were appointed by
Smith from recommendations of
the SBE faculty. High overall
GPAs were a pre-requisite, but
other factors considered included
excellent communication skills,
dedication, team skills and the
ability to work under pressure.
Each team was given five and
one-half hours to mull over their
case and then appeared before a
panel of five industry experts for
a 15-minute presentation and ex-
ecutive summary.
"Given the pressure of presenting
their ideas in front of five judges
from executive positions in some
of Canada's most prominent com-
panies, I was very pleased with
their efforts," said Smith.
The Cord Weekly
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PEEL REGIONAL POLICE FORCE IS HIRING
CONSTABLES & CADETS
Most career opportunities offer a challenge. Most provide
attractive wages and benefits. Mostrecognize achievement.
But very few 'jobs' give you the chance to fulfill a vital role 112
in your community, to make an important contribution. A IMf
career with the Peel Regional Police Force offers it all!
It's everything you think it is: jMRj
Challenging Interesting Demanding
And everything you may not think it is:
Important Prestigious Rewarding —~~~f
Intelligent men and women of good character, compassion fH/
and courage are required by this progressive Police Force, j
You must meet the basic requirement for the Police Force, p J|
must be able to successfully complete academic, physical ™ I Sfijl' Jfitness, psychological and medical tests as prescribed. H
We woulcj iike to hear 'rorn y°u —
CALL US: (416) 453-33U or write:
*,3 PEEL REGIONAL POLICE FORCE
t^§®Mi' 7750 HURONTARIO ST., P.O. BOX 7750,
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO L6V 3W6 KKu< PI
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Europe: it's fun, dirty and educational 
KIRK NIELSEN 
European Correspondence 
December 27, 1989. Lahr, 
West Germany. A military base. 
most interesting were two politi- is different. The most important West Side is "thick" with paint. thing is covered in soot. The air is 
cal refugees from Poland. thing about Berlin is the wall. It East Germany, frankly, sucks. hard to breathe-- also because the 
Next stop, Amsterdam: This surrounds the west side of Berlin. They still bum coal, so every- cars don't have catalytic con-
city is made up of two things -- Something like 99 miles of !t. .--------------, verters. Everything is under con-
drugs and dog shit. And some- Right beside Checkpoint Charlie, struction (to give everybody a 
While in Dublin, went to see times you couldn't tell the two William and I walked up to the job) but they seem to run out of 
the Windmill Lane Studios where apart. While in the red light dis- wall and started banging away. materials. 
the Fab 4 made most of their trict, I was witness to the repeated We whacked, we banged, we The younger West Germans 
famous albums. Graffiti on every failures of a middle-aged fat chiseled, we chipped, we got we met do not want reunification. 
speck of one wall. Chinese man, in town on busi- chunks, we got chips. Most of the young see it as a dif-
Beer is cheap. Comes in half- ness, who just wanted to get his We were there just before ferent country. They don't have 
litre sizes. Drink a lot. noodle cooked. Poor guy. they opened up the Brandenburg friends and family like the old 
Paris: City of Lights. One Copenhagen: Very friendly. Gates. There was an "Open the generation. 
afternoon, with two Americans Beautiful people. And then, Gates" marathon of music; and Anyway, after Berlin we went 
and many a botlle of red wine, we Germany. Cold, yeah, that's the we stood on the NBC scaffolding, straight to Rome. It was warm, 
wandered over to the Pere word -- cold. Hamburg, waiting, waiting... sunny and everywhere there was 
Lachaise cemetery and spent the Frankfurt, Munich -- cold and ef- We went to the East, and art. The ceiling of the Sistine 
day getting drunk on Jim Mor- ficient. No jay-walking here, there is a 15-yard military zone Chapel was probably the best. 
rison's grave. We met people boys! away from the wall. That's why it Cord European correspon- Italians arc crazy people. They 
from all over the globe -- the Berlin, East and West. Berlin is all white on the East Side. The dent Kirk Nielsen like to mak~; noise, fer shure. 
~-------------------------------------------------~==========~~------~ After Rome,we headed to ln-
TRAVEL CUTS PRESENTS 
LONDON RETURN 99 
Toronto I Montreal 
Departures 
p~~luetuHe 
t6e~, ut<u, 
meettk~. 
for 18-35s 
~111RAVELCUIS 
~..IIGoingYourWayl 
When booking one of 
3 Contiki Holidays: 
European Contrasts 
31 days • from $55/day 
European Adventurer 
40 days • from $53/day 
Grand European 
52 days • from $51/day 
~be~ue 
4«~MtJda~ 
(th,~ 
~~te<U~-. 
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--
For full details contact your Travel Cuts office and receive a copy of the new Contiki brochure. 
Toronto 979-2406 I 977-0441 • Ottawa 238-5493 • Montt·eal288-ll30 • Winnipeg 269-9530 • Waterloo 886-0400 • 
Guelph 763-1660 • Sudbury 673-1401 • Quebec City 654-0224 • Halifax 424-2054 • Fredericton 453-4850 
nsbruck, climbed the Alps; and 
met two Canadians from Gib-
son's Landing. You know -- Mol-
ly's Reach , the Persephone, 
Relic, Pat John. Apparently 
Bruno is an asshole, but Robert 
Clothier is the nicest guy in B.C. 
After that, we headed to 
Hungary, Budapest, on the Orient 
Express. Budapest is very much 
like East Berlin -- very high pol-
lution. However, it is dirt cheap. 
A half-litre of beer from a store --
10.5 per cent alcohol by volume 
-- is about 50 cents. Private 
rooms were under $4 a night. 
Everything was so cheap, but 
nothing to buy -- no selection, 
dinky things from about 1972. 
Well, my hangover is taking a 
turn for the worse, so see you 
later. This trip is a real education. 
You should all come over, 
and help tear down the wall. 
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BACCHUS strives to curb student drinking
CHRIS STARKEY Cord Weekly
What's it like trying to pro-
mote responsible drinking from
within an organization that
thrives on alcohol sales to sur-
vive? Ask Sean Martell.
Martell is the WLU BAC-
CHUS (Boost Alcohol Con-
sciousness Concerning the Health
of University Students) Director.
And although WLUSU makes
over $50,000 per year in its bars,
the Bacchus program has a
budget of about $1200.
"It would always be nice to
have more money," said Martell,
"but you have to keep in mind
that the bars are being run as a
business." Martell pointed out
that as long as the Wilf's and
Turret serving staff continue to
take a responsible attitude in
dealing with potentially intoxi-
cated patrons, the irony of the
situation could be lessened.
"I know I wouldn't want to
try and cut off a fellow student,"
he said.
Martell also thinks there is too
much onus on the server and the
bar - rather than on the patron.
That's something his organization
is trying to change.
"There is about a $50 fine for
underagers that try to get served,
but a $5000 fine and a possible
liquor license suspension the
other way around."
As far as WLUSU goes, the
BACCHUS Director is en-
couraged by the addition of
nachos and popcorn on the Wilfs
menu, and is hopeful that the Tur-
ret will soon be allowed to serve
food as well.
One of the biggest problems
the responsible drinking group
faces is an image factor. BAC-
CHUS has for years insisted that
it is not a temperance group that
advocates non-drinking attitudes,
but the perception seems to still
be there.
"One of our aims is to get stu-
dents to realize the differences
between not drinking, drinking
responsibly and overdrinking,"
said Martell. "You have to know
your limit."
Drinking and driving is also a
problem for students. A new pro-
gram designed to keep students
out of the driver's seat after a
stint at one of the campus bars is
being introduced by BACCHUS.
Martell came up with the idea
after hearing of a similar program
at a community college in Al-
berta.
"Just ask your server for one
of the blue BACCHUS wind-
shield cards," Martell said. The
bar manager will sign and date
the card, and Security will not
ticket your vehicle. The vehicle
must be moved by 8 a.m. on
weekdays and 10 a.m. on
weekends.
As well as the blue ticket pro-
gram, BACCHUS is sponsoring
Alcohol Awareness Week in two
weeks. Steve Fever, a musician
with an anti-drug message and
the Molson Speakeasy will be
featured during the week. As
well, the chapter is planning a
"4:00 Tea Party", an event con-
ceived by BACCHUS Canada to
promote non-alcoholic drinks.
Herbal and flavoured teas will be
featured.
Student Publications hell
JONATHAN STOVER
From the Editor's Desk
A few comments this week.
1) While I'm completely op-
posed to censorship, I am getting
tired of some of the photographs
which might charitably be de-
scribed as 'Tabloid-like' being
used in the mainstream media.
How many of us really needed to
see the picture from the Montrdal
incident of the dead woman lying
in the chair while someone takes
down Christmas decorations
across from her?
Or how about the photo
(printed in both The London Free
Press and The Toronto Sun) of
the kid in New York who fell
onto a steel picket fence and had
the picket go through the bottom
of his jaw and come out his
mouth? Interesting.
2) I'm still sort of antsy about
covering Student Publications
Board of Directors' activities,
mainly because I was on the
damn thing for eight weeks. In
retrospect it was a dreadfully
stupid decision of mine to join in
the first place --1 think it's at best
a conflict of interest to be both a
section editor of the paper and
one of its publishers. At its worst,
it puts one in moral checkmate,
and led to some fairly unbiased
reporting on the whole Atrium af-
fair. Actually, it was extremely
shitty reporting on the Atrium af-
fair from a bias-standpoint. For
that I apologize retroactively.
On a larger scale, though, it
has led to some interesting prob-
lems just being a member of a
newspaper whose publishers are
a) Your friends and b) Officially
your bosses and c) Doing a hor-
rendous job at being publishers
and executives of the corporation.
From a news standpoint, though,
we might also ask the question
whether anyone at WLU cares
about the inner workings of Stu-
dent Publications.
From a fiscal standpoint,
though, you should care. And so I
am going to have to put a reporter
on this thing. Many of the prob-
lems Chris Starkey discussed in
his column back in November
remain unsolved. A lot of the 'ac-
tion' taken seems to have been
public self-flaggelation by the
Board, advertisements howling
out 'Are you angry?' and internal
memos and letters basically whin-
ing about no-one liking us instead
of anyone doing anything to steer
the Titanic away from the
iceberg. I am, as I said at a recent
staff meeting about a different
matter, royally tired of all this
ashes-and-sackcloth shit.
So there will be a story. Just
thought I'd work this out in print
beforehand. It is your money - a
big chunk of your money - and
maybe you should know about
everything from employees steal-
ing money to valuable office
space sitting unused to the little
matter of us still owing WLUSU
about $30,000 in unpaid ac-
counts.
3) The campus press hotline is
now on-line. Next week I'll be
spending valuable time rifling
through the UWO, University of
Waterloo and University of
Guelph papers so that you'll get
an even better rundown. Why is it
that so few student newspapers in
Southwestern Ontario belong to
Canadian University Press?
Must be the water.
Later.
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Reign of terror
It's hard to believe that Brian Mulroney and his Progressive Con-
servatives were ever students. And even if they were they've proba-
bly forgotten what it's like. It seems as if students are always the
target for the Tories.
Katimavik was first on the Mulroney hit list. Students once had
the opportunity to spend a year travelling Canada, working every-
where from farms in Alberta to planting trees in British Columbia.
The opportunity to gain work experience, and find yourself while also
doing something productive for our country is lost.
The most obvious effect of the Conservatives' anti-student agenda
is the soon-to-be-implemented Goods and Services Tax. The Cana-
dian Federation of Students (CFS) data states that the average student
will need to come up with an extra $200 per year to cover the GST.
Only Canadians with an income of $6175 or less will be eligible for
the $140 GST credit. CFS also reports that 40 per cent of Canadian
students fall under this low wage category.
Those students needing to take on a part-time job to pay for the
extra $200 might put themselves over that $6000 mark, thereby cut-
ting themselves off from the GST credit.
The new GST will hit students especially hard. Tuition is still
considered to be exempt, but your textbooks, utility bills, meals, stu-
dent fees and incidental extras on your fee statement like your athletic
fees, WLUSU dues and Health Services will be levied. The regula-
tions are not completely clear, but residence meal plans may fall prey
to the tax as well.
Your trip to the Bookstore will hit the pocketbook hard as well, as
you can add another five bucks on those thick hard coyer psych and
business texts. We are asked to buy many Canadian-published
textbooks, so the GST will force prices even higher for these texts.
Even used books will be subject to the GST. A study by the Associa-
tion of Canadian Publishers suggests that the GST would result in a
further 6 per cent increase in the price of the average Canadian book.
As students who have to buy compulsory texts you should be
worried, and should make your voice heard through the "Don't tax
reading" campaign. Ask for details at the WLUSU offices.
Even your Cord will cost more. Student newspapers now enjoy
tax-free status when getting printed. The GST will increase our print-
ing costs by $2000 per year alone. The Cord will cost an extra penny
and a half per issue per student. Along with all of the other increases
in WLUSU/WLUSP, this will mean a further increase in student fees
to cover operational costs — on top of the 7 per cent!
VIA Rail is yet another Mulroney-inspired nail in the coffin for
students. Not only have routes been cut, but the 33 per cent off stu-
dent discount is rumoured to be on the chopping block and the 50 per
cent credit for late trains is no longer applicable.
And the Canadian government does this just months after giving a
$100 million preferred interest loan to Amtrak, the American rail sys-
tem giant. Who's zooming who?
The Council of Canadians tells us that well over two million dol-
lars left Canada every hour to pay for foreign ownership before free
trade came into effect. Over 150,000 jobs in the foreign-controlled
data processing industry have been lost. 130 workers at Budd in
Kitchener have lost their jobs to the free trade movement. 500 jobs
will be lost when Burlington Carpet and Picker International in
Brampton and Bramalea shift their production down to the States.
This doesn't only affect full time workers but summer jobs for
students. Four U.S. state governments are opening trade offices in
Toronto, hoping that with free trade, they can lure Canadian com-
panies south of the border and find new markets for their products.
Caldwell Banker Affiliates, one of the largest real estate com-
panies in the U.S. is opening a new office in Mississauga and has
plans for over 200 franchises from coast to coast. Who knows... you
may be renting your apartment in Waterloo from an American instead
of a German soon.
What's next for the Tories? They already have a hideous record
on funding for education, on funding for research, on many things
which affect both students and the country at large. What's next?
Maybe we don't want to know.
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Letters
TO THE
Editor
Eco students not aware
of environmental threats
DEAR EDITOR:
What do Karl Marx, the
founder of Communism, and
John Maynard Keynes, the guru
of capitalist growth economics,
have in common? Both taught
that the end justified the means,
or that we should behave badly
for good purposes. Marx said that
dictatorship of the proletariat
would lead to harmonious com-
munal life. Keynes said present
greed and materialism would
bring universal economic well-
being.
Well, they were both wrong,
weren't they? Events in eastern
Europe speak to Marx's errors,
and global environmental disaster
can be directly attributed to capi-
talist greed.
And they both left the same
vital element out of their im-
pressive calculations: that the bot-
tom line has nothing to do with
profit and loss statements,
planned economies, market
strategies or mobility of labour.
The bottom line is air, soil and
water, they're all we have to live
on.
I don't know what students in
Eastern Europe will be learning
in their university classes this
year, but I do know that thou-
sands of bright Canadian young-
sters are enrolled in economics
courses based on the ridiculous
premise that the world has in-
finite resources to be exploited
for the creadon of monetary gain.
Canadians of every political
persuasion are agreeing that we
need a massive shift of priorities
that puts equality of life before a
standard of living. I hope our in-
stitutions of higher learning are
equal to the challenge.
Marjorie Stewart
In Memoriam
A Tribute to Debbie Miller
By Kathy Petter Neale
I had a friend -maybe you knew her.
She had bright red hair and was always search-
ing for ten pounds to put on her bones. She was al-
ways friendly but could appear shy at times. Once
you got to know her, you'd realize this thin veneer
of shyness was hiding a razor wit and a personality
that could dazzle. I haven't talked to any of her
friends that haven't remembered her ability to
shock people who hadn't seen that side of her. She
saved it for those close to her. If you saw that side
of her, consider yourself one of her friends. That's
something to cherish.
She cared about her friends. No big moment
went by in my life without it being marked by a
card or a gift from her. All she asked for in return
was honesty and loyalty. A small price to pay for a
lifetime of caring and support. She was always
there for her friends.
She cared about her family, too. She enjoyed
being a big sister and the eldest daughter. She loved
and respected her parents and they always came
first. Her sisters were of utmost importance, too.
When we were twenty she sent me a letter telling
me her parents were expecting their fourth child.
She was excited and couldn't wait to be a big sister
again. Loving her family was a fabulous trait she
had.
She was a Christian. She had a great love for the
church and an unshakable faith in God. She read
her Bible and prayed often. I respected her convic-
tions and, in her own way, she helped me find God,
too.
She graduated from Laurier in October and was
proud to tell everyone. Her education at Laurier
was not altogether found in books. She learned
about herself and her relationships with others. Her
four years at Laurier were a time of personal
growth and maturing. She had become a woman
satisfied with herself and just starting a career. The
sad part is, an illness came along and stripped her
of a much deserved future.
She was a great friend, a great sister and a
loving daughter.
She made a difference in my life.
I had a friend ~ maybe you knew her.
The Cord Weekly
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University ignoring day-care needs
TO THEEDITOR:
We are writing on behalf of
AMSA (Adult/Mature Student
Association) members who find it
encouraging to see the Cord
coming out with support for
women's issues. However, we
feel that you have missed what
we all feel to be an issue of vital
importance, namely, that Laurier
as yet has no day-care facilities
available to students, faculty and
staff. While this is basically a
women's issue, we realize that
there are men also who would
benefit from having day-care
facilities here.
More and more of today's
parents have returned to school,
pursuing higher education in
hopes of making their lives and
the lives of their families better.
But mature students have a
unique set of problems facing
them, and one of the biggest is
finding good, reliable, nurturing
care for their children. This ap-
plies also to any parent in the
workforce. From personal experi-
ence we can tell you that a parent
who needs not spend time worry-
ing about the fate of his/her child
is a much more productive
worker, be it at work or at
studies.
We are all pleased that the
Student Union has given support
to the idea of day-care here, and
we have hopes that the "We'll see
next year" attitude displayed in
the past by administration will
soon give way to an open consid-
eration of finding some way to
provide the day-care facilities so
necessary to any working parent.
Indeed, the needs of anyone wish-
ing to attend university, be they
male, female, parent, or hand-
icapped should be given the full
and unreserved support they
deserve.
Juanita Arkell, Press Secretary
Pat Certosimo, President
Susan Morrison, Member
Adult/Mature Student Assoc.
P.S. We think that Bill Needle
also should be reincarnated: as a
single mother with teenage triplet
daughters!
SSF Chair says thanks
DEAR EDITOR:
I wish to take the opportunity
to thank one and all for their par-
ticipation in this year's "Student
Services Fair", held in the Con-
course on Tuesday, January 9,
1990.
It seems the "Golden Hawk"
had a great time. I hope everyone
else did as well!
A draw was held for gift cer-
tificates generously donated by
area restaurants. The winners
were:
Dan Muis, Hucksters; Dennis
Pellarin, McGinnis Landing; Dan
Khimasia, Pat and Mario's; Bill
Mitchell, Phil's Grandson's Place
and Marianne Miller, Reuben and
Wong's.
Again, many thanks and hope
to see you next year!
Wendie Kirk
Student Services Fair
Committee Chairperson
Stark Raving
By Chris Starkey
In this week's Cord, you can find pleas from
WLUSU, Student Publications, the Housing Office
and others to get involved in Laurier life. "Are you
mad because 0f...?" "Don't complain, run for Presi-
dent!" they say.
I'll let you in on a secret, though. If you really
want power - if you really want to make a dif-
ference in the lives of individual WLU students —
then wait for the applications for the Dean's Ad-
visory Council, orDAC.
liie DAC sees the seedier side of Laurier life.
Think you were fined unfairly by your don? Throw
your copy of Das Kapital through a window while
studying in the library? Put your foot through a
campus sign? Spraypaint "Little House Rules" on
the snow? Then you will probably find yourself up
in front of the DAC, Laurier's version of the
People's Court.
There is almost unlimited creativity you can use
in handing out fines, punishments and recom-
mendations. So far this year, the DAC has banned
people from the Turret for life. They've made
people shovel snow at all hours of the day or night
(kind of like community service) for various mis-
demeanours. In the past, the DAC has asked stu-
dents to write letters to the student body through the
Cord, apologizing for their actions. They could
make offenders write out lines if they wanted. They
can recommend turfing a fellow student from
school, and the Board of Governors will back them
up most of the time.
Why are the actions of this body relatively
secret? Mostly by design says Dean of Students
Fred Nichols (who co-ordinates the group) although
the DAC has toyed with the idea of printing of-
fences in the Cord to try and cut down on the
shenanigans.
Have you ever seen the movie Star Chamber? It
stars Michael Douglas as one of a group of judges
who arbitrarily hand out sentences on guilty
suspects in their courtrooms who get off on tech-
nicalities? Does the DAC seem like a WLU-sized
Star Chamber? Think again.
Try to imagine the immense pressure these
people must be under every Monday night. Could
you face a fellow student and tell them that you
were going to recommend they be expelled from
school? Could you even be part of a decision that
lays out punishment on a classmate, floormate or
friend? These are people that you could meet at the
Turret or in the hallways. Surely these people know
they get fingers pointed at them when they walk
through the Torque Room.
"There's one of those jerks that made me shovel
snow for 20 hours for knocking out that Turret
bouncer!"
Well if the difficulty of trying to make decisions
on the future of fellow students doesn't fill your
heart with sappy appreciation, ponder this. Sup-
pose you had a drink for every Milli Vanilli song at
the Turret one night (you are very drunk) and get
caught putting your foot through a campus parking
lot sign. If you were in downtown Waterloo you
could be charged, fined and maybe even put in a
court appearance.
But because of the existence of the DAC, you
would probably only be required to pay for the sign
and put in some time heaving some of the white
stuff. By handing out tough but fair penalties,
though, the DAC safeguards WLU students from
the justice system of the "real world". Maybe the
next time you hear something negative about these
unheralded arbiters from one of their "victims", you
could remind them that their rights are really being
protected by this body.
And maybe the next time you see Chris, Justin,
Beth, Gord, Mike, Leslie, A 1 or the Dean himself,
you could tell them you appreciate what they're
doing.
the university blues by Kevin Matchstick
Question of the week
By Liza Sardi and Jana Watson
How will you get home now that VIA has been
cut back?
Call my mom
Sarah Welstead
The *%s<s># bus
Dean Nickerson
Hons. Poli Sci
I'll still take the train
Bill Mohri
Poli Sci Grad
Ride with my friend
Jason Rickert
Fine Arts
Hitchhike
Mark Pallett
Phys. Ed.
Charge my taxi bills to
Brian Mulroney
A 1 Strathdee
Closet Panty-Raider
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Stop relying on insults
TO THE EDITOR:
Re: "In Defense of Bill Needle"
[January 11, 1990]:
This article is so hysterical
and over-blown that it is hard to
know where to start. Mark Pivon
complains that those of us who do
not like Bill Needle's "satire" are
attempting to censor the column,
and pitifully laments that "while
other countries are gaining free-
dom, we may be losing ours."
Let's get one thing straight: the
issue here is not censorship, it is
bad writing.
The Cord is supported by this
university ~ that is, by the stu-
dents. We provide money for the
paper, the press, the
honourariums, and various mis-
cellaneous costs, so that students
can produce a newspaper for stu-
dents. A weekly column that
satirizes various social issues is a
perfectly acceptable fixture in
such a newspaper. But if you
want to satirize, do it well. The
quality of "Bill Needle" is so poor
-- badly-worded, rambling,
heavy-handed — that the satire is
lost and the column becomes
merely offensive. In response,
we, the readers, complain. It is
our right to do so.
Perhaps those writing in
defense of Bill Needle should
stop relying on insults to get their
point across. Mark Pivon states
that "[n]ot all individuals have at
their disposal the proper discre-
tion to discern between that
which is parody and satire and
that which is truth". He also im-
plies that Needle's critics don't
like to see anything controversial
in print, that we "are so afraid of
dealing with the darker sides of
life that [we] have to censor a
column". Well, thanks Mark, but
I can read and I can think. What I
think is that maybe it is about
time Bill Needle stopped crying
censorship when someone criti-
cizes him and started writing an
intelligent column. That's what
he's there for.
Evelyn Peters
An open letter to the students of WLU:
You may or may not have noticed your student
newspaper's name in the headlines of the K-W
Record or being mentioned on CKCO-TV over the
Christmas holidays. For the uninitiated, the Cord
was co-hosting the Canadian University Press
(CUP) conference at the Waterloo Inn. At that
gathering, the Cord came under fire for some of its
content -- specifically a few columns under the
pseudonym "Bill Needle" and what has become
known as the "Fish" graphic.
CUP demanded a list of things it required of the
Cord, a list that was brought to our staff meeting
last Friday. At that time, the Cord staff voted
against most of the demands, the main reason being
is that we had already taken the steps to ensure that
sexist material (or racist or homophobic) would not
appear on these pages anymore. We felt that we had
addressed and rectified the problem (on the urgings
of several diligent students), and that the WLU stu-
dent body was satisfied (or didn't care either way)
with our decision. Our mandate is not to submit to
the desires of non-WLU sources; we are accoun-
table first and foremost to you, the Laurier students
who own, run and read this paper.
Cord Editor Chris Starkey explained the
paper's new policies and apologized to anyone who
may have found fault with the Cord's content in his
Stark Raving column on November 30. CUP unfair-
ly judged this column as insincere, since the "White
Cover" was seen as poking fun at the issue and be-
cause Bill Needle's column was judged to be a sar-
castic apology.
WLUSU President A 1 Strathdee has pointed out l
that since that column was written by Starkey 1alone, it could be construed as only his opinion, and
thus, only he was apologizing for the lax content
regulations of past years. This letter has been writ-
ten to clear up any of those doubts. The un-
dersigned members of the Cord staff want to reas-
sure the Laurier student body that we will stand by
our guidelines. Already we have refused a clas-
sified ad on the grounds that it was portraying a
sexist stereotype.
We apologize to anyone that may have found
the paper's content offensive in the past and want
you to know we are striving to make the Cord the
best paper it can be. If you have any suggestions,
questions or comments about any aspect of the
Cord, please let us know as sometimes we get so
engrossed with just cranking out issue upon issue
that we misjudge what you want to read. Call us
(884-2990), visit us (behind the Games Room), or
write a letter and let everyone else know how you
feel.
Caroline Baskerville James W. Neilson
Anthony Burke Brian Owen
Steve Burke Francis Reilly
Roxanne Chartrand Tanya Reitzel
Elizabeth Chen Liza Sardi
Brad Jandrew Chris Starkey
Karen Burke Jon Stover
Stephan Latour Robin Sutherland
Frances P. McAneney Jana Watson
Pat Mitchell Christine Yarwood
Martin Walker Andrea Nasello
Keri Downs
Get direction from readers
DEAR EDITOR:
I am writing in response to
Mark Pivon's commentary "In
Defense of Bill Needle" (Cord,
January 11). I would like to com-
mend the author for two excellent
points he made in his article. First
of all, for pointing out that
censorship is no way to eliminate
a problem, thereby implying that
a new and supposedly tamed Bill
Needle is no satisfactory solution
to the problem of Needle's of-
fensive journalism. Secondly, for
admitting that he was wrong in
assuming that "we (presumably
the author and like-minded indi-
viduals) are responsible adults
who can sort out these things"
(referring to the uncertainty
regarding the satirical character
of Needle's column).
Both points reveal a good deal
of insight into the controversy
over Bill Needle. It is true that
censorship is no satisfactory solu-
tion to the problem, since the of-
fensive character of Bill Needle's
journalism is overshadowed by
the shocking reality that there are
university students (supposedly
educated and intelligent individu-
als) who are unable to recognize
this offensive character and who
misuse the term "censorship" to
hide their inability to discern be-
tween good satire and plain trash.
Frequent comparisons between
great literary figures, such as T.S.
Eliot or Jonathan Swift and Bill
Needle support my observation
and serve as proof for Mark
Pivon's second point.
However, the real problem
lies even deeper than this. I be-
lieve strongly that censorship ex-
ercised by a small group of
people is a totalitarian practice,
and I advocate that the directions
and limitations of journalism in a
student newspaper ought to be
determined by its readers. Now,
to insure that the quality of a pro-
duct is controlled by its con-
sumers, the factor of competition
must be guaranteed. (Incidentally,
this principle, commonly referred
to as consumers' sovereignty in a
free market economy, is, like
freedom of speech, one of the pil-
lars that uphold our glorious sys-
tem of capitalist democracy).
What I am getting at is that the
Cord would likely lose many of
its readers if students had the
choice of buying another student
newspaper to avoid journalistic
trash. As a result, the Cord would
have to adapt its style and overall
quality to the demands of its
readers in order to stay competi-
tive. Unfortunately, this condition
is not given. Instead every student
is forced to support the produc-
tion of one single newspaper
through his/her incidental fees,
i.e. is forced to buy the Cord,
whether he/she wants to or not.
Frankly speaking, this situation is
essentially more totalitarian than
"censorship" aimed at the
elimination of offensive and dis-
criminatory messages.
Armin Siedlecki
21-year-old Liza
Nassim's floor
decided that if
you display un-
derwear in the
Dining Hall, do it
right! Some so-
cial work stu-
dents were en-
raged, though.
"I thought we
were in charge of
pulling down un-
derwear," sobbed
one.
Gender Issues: we need a women's centre
and what you can do about it
COMMENTARY BY LIZA SARDI
ONTARIO REGION CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
WOMEN'S RIGHTS CO-ORDINATOR
Let's talk about Rape. That's all we can do, talk
about it, since it doesn't exist on our campus. University
statistics show that there are no rapes, no sexual harass-
ment on this campus. Then there must be no need for a
crisis centre, hot line, support staff or women's resource
room. Why does a campus without sexual harassment
need it?
What do you do if you have been sexually assaulted
or harassed? What services does our university provide
for? What services should be available?
It's time we got some answers to our questions. It
doesn't matter if it was yesterday or a year ago. If you've
been sexually assaulted, you must report it. You have an
obligation to other Laurier students, and to women. If
you don't report it, who will? I am appealing to victims
to prove administration wrong, to show that there are
rapes, that we do have a problem. Offer some guidelines
for a Women's Centre, if not some insights into the pres-
ent situation.
Laurier needs a women's centre. A space is required
to provide support services to women on our campus,
and to provide a friendly and supportive environment
where women can be encouraged to achieve their full
potential as students, faculty and staff of our university.
The Centre could provide services such as: a lending
library, subject files, workshops, support groups,
counselling, referral service, information on community
women's groups and events, a couch to sit on and overall
a supportive environment for women. The centre could
be open to both men and women to get involved and of-
fer suggestions.
Such a centre should be available to address the
specific health needs of women - psychological and
physical. It could work in conjunction with Health Ser-
vices. It could provide workshops in everything from self
defense, survival skills to parenting. It could work in co-
operation with community agencies working towards the
prevention of all forms of sexual violence and in support
of equality.
The library could include books, resource files, and
periodicals relating to women's issues.
Some of the funding could come from student fees,
or students using the library or resource materials would
pay a small membership fee (under $5).
A Women's Centre is a vehicle for social change on
our campus. It could be staffed by a volunteer collective.
Those interested in working or staffing the centre could
be trained by a local sexual assault centre. This collective
could change with each new year, or semester. The focus
of this collective would change with new members, but
their concerns could remain geared towards the advance-
ment of women in our society.
At this moment there is a sexual assault committee
formed by University Affairs to deal with the issues of
sexual assault and harassment on our campus - but this is
not enough. We have to look beyond this year, beyond
committees into something more permanent. But I need
your support. You can make a Women's Centre possible,-
you can change the existing system. It's students that pay
the fees, that support this university and you can change
it if you want.
So show your support for a Women's Centre at
Laurier by coming to the Concourse between 11:00 and
4:00 on Monday, January 21st to sign a petition. For
those who have had some experience with sexual assault,
I will be available at 888-7510 on Saturday, January 19th
between 1:00 and 3:00 to take specific recommendations
and suggestions on a completely confidential basis-
Make the first step*. —-
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Chances are, if you're in your second or third 
year here at Laurier, and come fr.om Toronto (read, 
in Laurier language, anywhere from St. Catharines 
to Peterborough), you're starting to hate it here. 
Waterloo, in all its suburban glory, is starting to 
press in on all sides, and school, formerly the bas-
tion of higher learning revered by all, is beginning 
to grate on your nerves almost as much as the Kraft 
dinner and weiners you've been eating for the past 
month and a half. 
You're dying to get out of university. 
Unfortunately, more and more, students with an 
undergraduate degree in almost anything are find-
ing that employers are looking for something more 
- that elusive combination of a well-rounded base 
of knowledge and specific skills. An honours de-
gree doesn't guarantee anything any more, because, 
as everyone knows, university graduates are a dime 
a dozen. 
So employers are looking for something extra -
and for most people this means some form of post-
graduate education. Probably the most talked-about 
options now are law school, or some form of busi-
ness degree, like a Management Studies diploma or 
an M.B.A. 
Being a lawyer is often a life-long dream for 
students, but making it a reality is can be difficult. 
Although it is possible to gain entrnnce to a law 
school without an undergraduate degree, Law Ser-
vices of Canada recommends that anyone applying 
have at least a general and preferably an honours 
degree, with courses in political science, history, 
english, statistics and computers. 
Near the end of third year or at the beginning of 
fourth year of university, the potential lawyer will 
have to take the Law School Admission Test 
(LSA1). This is mandatory, as only the law school 
of the University of Moncton will admit you 
without scores from this test 
The LSA T consists of three parts: Reading 
Comprehension, Analytical Reasoning, and Logical 
Reasoning. 
The Reading Comprehension questions look at 
flfst to be the easiest of the three groups, but can be 
the most tricky. You are given a five-hundred-
word passage to read, which is followed by multi-
ple choice questions like "The primary purpose of 
the passage is ... " or "It can be inferred from the pas-
sage that. .. " And of course the choices that you are 
given are so similar that even if you thought you 
understood the passage, it becomes obvious that 
you missed the nuances. 
Analytical Reasoning questions look much more 
frustrating than the Reading Camp ones, but are in 
fact easily worked through. A typical question 
would be "An island has exactly seven villages-
S,T,U,V,X,Y and Z-and three roads, Routes 1,2, 
and 3. The following is a complete listing of the 
road connections on the island: Route 1 has its 
ends at S and U, and passes through T only. Route 
2 has its ends at T and U, and passed through V 
only. Route 3 has its ends at X and Z, and passes 
through Y only. Directly connected villages are 
those villages between which there is a road con-
nection that passes through no other village on the 
way from one to the other. Which one of the vil-
lages is directly connected to the most other vil-
lages?" (The answer is T.) 
At first glance, this question seems confusing, 
but following the question through and drawing a 
simple diagram helps considerably - the question is 
classed as middle difficulty. 
The Logical Reasoning questions require con-
centration, but are not impossible, and require you 
to "evaluate the reasoning contained in brief state-
ments", such as the following: "Electrons orbit 
around the nucleus of an atom in the same way that 
the earth orbits around the sun. It is well known 
that gravity is the major force that determines the 
orbit of the earth. We may, therefore, expect that 
gravity is the main force that determines the orbit of 
an electron." The test-taker is then asked to choose 
a response to the statement "The argument above 
attempts to prove its case by ... " 
This seems as strnightforward as the Reading 
Comp questions, but the choices for answers often 
all seem correct in one way or another, and you 
have to be able to eliminate the ones that make the 
least sense. 
These three sections, plus an essay at the begin-
ning, constitute five to six hours of testing. Robin 
Richardson, a fourth-year business student who 
took her LSAT last September, says that the prob-
lem is not the difficulty of the questions, but 
"You're in ·~re for five or six hours, and it is in-
credibly tiring." The continuous concentration can 
wear you out. 
There is a course offered to help to prepare you 
for the LSAT, offered at four or five different times 
during the year. These courses generally involve 
two or three days of intensive sample-question-
writing, combined with advice on strategies for ap-
proaching the different types of questions. There is 
a 20-hour preparation course for $180 or a 32-hour 
course for · $245. Anyone who has taken their 
LSAT says that either of these is well worth the 
time and money. 
If you want to go to one of the top law schools 
in the country - University of Toronto, Osgoode 
Hall (York University), McGill, or Western -
you' re going to need not less than 25 out of 48 on 
your LSAT score (not as easy as it sounds), and at 
least a solid B in your undergraduate courses. Law 
Services advises that many schools will consider 
other factors such as letters of recommendation, in-
terviews, work experience, and native and minority 
applicants, but keep in mind that there is a great 
deal of competition, and a letter of recommendation 
from your grade 13 guidance counsellor isn't going 
to change the fact that you've had a steady C+ in all 
four years of university. 
For people who are interested in business rather 
than the law, there is the Graduate Management 
Admission Test (GMAT). Although this is an in-
ternationally administered test, basically in Canada 
it is the test that you must write in order to enter an 
M.B.A. course. 
The GMAT is similar to the LSAT in that it re-
quires concentration for five hours at least, and that 
there are preparatory courses offered (the same 
times and fees apply for both courses), but the types 
of questions are largely different. 
There are five sections to the GMAT: Reading 
Comprehension, Critical Reasoning, Data Suf-
ficiency, Problem Solving, and Sentence Corre<> 
tion. 
Reading Comprehension questions are similar 
to those of the LSAT, except that they require less 
"inference" and "judgement" on the part of the test 
taker. 
The Critical Reasoning section includes ques-
tions like "If a car was built after 1965, it has 
harness-style belts in the front seats. From which 
one of the following can the statement above be in-
ferred:" and the test-taker must select one of five 
choices. By eliminating those responses which are 
incorrect, the answers to the Critical Reasoning 
questions become quite evident. 
Data Sufficiency questions are the easiest ones 
by which to get confused. The question will say 
"(1) the sum of p,q, and r is 15, and (2) r is 1 
greater than q and q is one greater than p. Are p, q 
and r consecutive integers?" You must then decide 
how much of the information you need to solve the 
question, and choose one of five responses. 
Problem Solving uses fairly simple math skills, 
with questions like "On the number line, what is the 
number that is 1/4 of the distance from 5.1 to 5.3?" 
Anyone who has a basic grasp of math (say, the 
equivalent of grade 12), should not have any dif-
ficulty with this, and diagrams can come in handy 
here. 
Sentence correction is exactly what it implies, 
except that it tests efficiency and style rather than 
correctness of grammar. Anyone who is weak in 
english is going to have to pay close attention to the 
nuances of the sentences involved. 
What is more important in the scoring of the 
GMAT is your percentile ranking, among everyone 
else who took it at the same time you did, and 
among ~ople who have taken it in the last three 
years. Someone who ranks in 1h~ 95th percentile 
(thus somewhere in the top 5 percent) is going to be 
snapped up for an M.B.A. program_ much quicker 
than someone in the 50th percentile, who probably 
will find it very difficult to get into any Business 
Management program soley on the basis of his 
GMAT scores. And Management Schools are less 
likely than law schools to look at other factors. 
So which one of these tests is for you? You 
have to consider what you see yourself doing in ten 
years - a law degree doesn't preclude a career in 
business, and can in fact enhance it, but an M.B.A. 
doesn't allow you to become a lawyer. On the 
other hand, law is only for those with a cutthroat 
streak, because the reported glut of young lawyers 
is making the competition tougher and tougher. 
There is nothing worse in these stressful days of 
January, than to have to consider just a few more 
years of education, but for those materialistic types 
among us, it might be the only way to get that com-
petitive _edge. 
Julia 1 
posio1 
The 1 
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TheScene
WLUSU: New bars, new events, old bands
SPECIAL TO THE CORD
Laurier students are of-fer d a brand new
Turret and Wilf's this
semester but we are yet to
hear how these new
facilities are to be utilised.
The Scene talked with
Music Programmer Marie
Gilkinson to find out
WLUSU's pians for the
venues in the near future.
"We're going to have more
big-name acts in the Turret once
the stage has been completed"
Gilkinson promised, but she
added that the final renovations
will not be completed until after
Reading Week.
The inadequacy of WLU's
high-rise bar has long been an ob-
stacle in obtaining bands who are
unwilling to have iheir equipment
put through the arduous four-
story climb. The new elevator is a
much needed asset in attracting
"big name" acts to Laurier yet
Gilkinson is not quick to employ
the Turret's new selling points
until the work has actually been
completed. But after they're
done, Gilkinson said, "we are
going to test the market".
Although nothing is con-
firmed yet, look forward to pos-
sible appearances by Kim
Mitchell, Barney Bentall, and Al-
lanah Myles.
With a new carpet, paint job
and proposed decoration with pic-
tures and fi orescent signs, is
Wilf's becoming a mini-Turret?
The renovations in Wilf's,
Gilkinson says, are designed to
make it "more of an upbeat place
student bar rather than a faculty
lounge [because it] wasn't
making money before". Rest as-
sured, loungers can still enjoy the
regular quiet atmosphere during
the day but at night "we are going
to pump up the volume" she
quipped.
Wilf's will soon feature a
Murder Mystery night in which
students can get involved and
original music (don't be scared,
folks!) from Laurier alumni band
Idiot Savant.
WLUSU is also looking
toward using the concourse to
showcase "freebie" concerts. "It's
a nice venue" Gilkinson said and
furthermore, "you can get [the
acts] cheap at noon hour". Last
Wednesday concourse sojourners
were treated to Mike Woods, a
guitarist who, of late, has been
hard pressed to pack patrons into
Wilf's. Look forward to more
performers in the concourse soon.
Looking at WLUSU's mixed
success in the past, we are
fortunate that die staff are still
dedicated to finding out what the
students really want for entertain-
ment on campus. Let your sug-
gestions be heard. It is, after all.
your money.
Mike Woods, caught here performing in the concourse
last week, is the first of what WLUSU promises to be a
line of musicians to entertain the students. WLUSU types
were on hand to pass out promotional flyers during the
show to fill everyone in on their latest antics.
Pat Brethour, Photo
Sarcophagus' view of
accident a success
Roxanne Chartrand
Theatre
Theatre Laurier's pro-duction of Sarc-
ophagus, premiering last
Thursday night as part of
WLU's BACK IN THE
USSR festival, proved to
be a very interesting
dramatization of the
aftermath of the
Chernobyl nuclear acci-
dent.
The play deals with the lives
of those men and women who
received high doses of radiation
after the explosion at the
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant
in Russia. On April 26, 1986,
during routine maintenance, an
experiment was being conducted
on the number 4 reactor in the
plant The operators of the reactor
shut down the safety system in
order to suit the experiment They
made various adjustments which,
unknown to them, allowed steam
to build up in the cooling system.
Two explosions followed and
fires started on the roof of the ad-
jacent turbine room. Radioactive
debris was also thrown into the
atmosphere.
Vladimir Gubaryev, Science
Editor of Pravda, was the first
reporter to arrive at the scene of
the disaster. He was asked to
report on the damage that had
been caused as a result of the ac-
cident. Too terrible to write as a
mere article, Gubaryev
dramatized his findings in Sar-
cophagus. His play was a good
attempt at trying to present the
events at Moscow Hospital N0.6,
where the severely radiated
patients were taken in the days
after Chernobyl.
In Laurier's production, the
actors were mainly dressed in
hospital bed clothes and smocks.
The setting consisted mostly of a
few chairs in a lounge area; a
desk and wooden frames
representing the doors to
cubicles. The simple setting and
costuming were appropriate for
the story and were in no way a
distracting element in the play.
The cubicles, imaginary hos-
pital rooms highlighted by
wooden door frames, represented
the only obscure aspect of the set-
ting; as the only method of identi-
fying the characters within them,
the cubicles' numbering often
made it difficult to identify the
different characters at the begin-
ning of the play.
Julia O'Hallarn as Bessmertney, a victim of radiation ex-
posion, parades around the bare stage of Sarcophagus.
The play made it's Canadian premiere at Wilfrid
Laurier University last Thursday night
. Liza Sardi, Photo
The Scene at a glance
I can tell the difference between
margerine and butter,
I can say Saskatchewan without start-
ing to stutter,
But I can't understand why we let
someone else rule our land
Cap in hand. The Proclaimed
CURRENT NEWS
The deadline for entries in the
WLU Winter Carnival Talent
Night is fast approaching. All
participants must sign up by
Monday January 22. The bands
will be judged Wednesday Janu-
ary 24 in the T.A.. This is a li-
censed event.
The Champions of Rock are
coming to the Turret Friday Feb-
ruary 2. A cover band to end all
cover bands, The Champions
present all of the music, glitter,
effects and wardrobe of the Who,
Yes, Aerosmith and more.
COMING EVENTS
Imaginus will be bringing their
prints and posters back to the
concourse January 29,30,31. If
you missed them in the fall, get
home decorations now.
The national touring company oi
WEST SIDE STORY comes to
the Centre in the Square January
29 and 30. Tickets are $27, $23,
and $20.
CONCERTED ACTION
Scott Merritt with Two will play
the Princess Cinema January 18.
A Grand River Folk Society pro-
duction.
Back in the area once again, Na-
tional Velvet will be onstage at
the Bombshelter January 18.
Just Joking at Wilf's present
Mike Carboni and Jeff Rothpan
Saturday January 20.
Beloved U2 clone band Under a
Blood Red Sky will be the so-
called "big name" concert during
the week of the Winter Carnival,
ooh!
The Works play Stages January
26.
The Bombshelter presents the Or-
dinaires January 26.
Finally! Tickets for The The are
now on sale for the show Febru-
ary 12. J
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UB40:you can't go home again
Kenny G Live
Kenny G
Arista Records
The unique sound of Kenny G
has set the world on fire with a
style that has vaulted him past the
6 million sales mark. Kenny has
rapped up the decade in his
favourite idiom, Live.
The #1 instrumentalist of the
80's performs some of his best
hits, "Songbird", "Silhouette"
and "Don't Make Me Wait For
Love", on this double album.
Also included on this album are
two new studio recordings, "Un-
cle Al" and "Going Home".
The album itself is of a rela-
tively mellow nature. It does not
capture a truly live performance
because of edit cuts between
songs. It does however show
some remarkable spontaneous
solos which, with the crowd in
the background, have a wondrous
effect.
The crowd though, is mostly
dead and quiet. During many of
the extended solos, which don't
always fit the context of the song
they are inserted into, the crowd
does not react as a jazz crowd.
The album therefore carries about
it a quiet, almost studio-like
sound quality.
Without the few minor quirks
mentioned, this album is an ex-
cellent addition to one's collec-
tion of Jazz.
- Patrick Mitchell
Labour of Love II
ÜB4O
Virgin Records
Some years ago ÜB4O
released an incredible album
titled Labour of Love which fea-
tured covers of early classic reg-
gae hits. Having grown up listen-
ing to these songs, the band de-
cided to lend their own flavoring
to them. The result brought reg-
gae back into the "acceptable"
pop mainstream and affirmed
their position as a major concert
drawer.
Last year a music programmer
at a U.S. radio station decided to
put "Red Red Wine", from
Labour ofLove, back into regular
rotation. The attention given to
the song dwarfed that of the self-
titled album which they had in
current release.
So ÜB4O decided that it was
time to sojourn into the great
cover song vault once again to
produce the sequel Labour of
Love II — proving the age old
adage "you can't go home again".
Very little of this album even
comes close to the quality of it's
predecessor. Side one starts off
well, with Bob Marley's "Small
Axe" incorporated into "Here I
Am (Come And Take Me)" but it
goes down from there. Ali Camp-
bell, revered for his vocal talents,
comes across on this record
sounding like a very poor cross
between Roland Gift and Ziggy
Marley; Astro, toaster supreme, is
hardly heard from at all.
ÜB4o's version of the Temp-
tations' "The Way You Do The
Things You Do" is...well, nice
and "Kingston Town" is
memorable but they hardly merit
the purchase of the entire album.
While ÜB4O have some ex-
cellent material of their own,
from albums like Rat in the
Kitchen and ÜB4O, it is plain
from their concert repertoire that
their strength will always be in
their cover material. But perhaps
this album will change that.
- Tony Burke
The Hangmen
The Hangmen
Capitol Records
Considering that the self-titled
debut by L.A.'s Hangmen was
produced by the same guy who
did Motorhead, and mixed by the
same guy who did Megadeth, you
would expect it to have some
balls at least. Well, it doesn't.
Lead singer Bryan Small
sounds like a castrated goat and
rarely rises above any such
animal kingdom comparisons.
The promo sheet for this tape in-
sists that the band writes "lyrics
attacking urban life, desperation
on the streets and hangovers" but
all I hear is beer, beer, and more
beer. '
As far as playing goes, the
rest of (he band is at least com-
petent; Competent that is, in their
league of glam-rock poseurs like
Ratt or Poison (which isn't saying
much).
In the oh-so-phallic world of
metal, I'm afraid that The Hang-
men fall flaccid.
- Feizal Valli
Smoking in the Fields
Del Fuegos
Capitol Records
On this fourth album from the
Del Fuegos, the band mixes up
tough guitars with cool acoustics
to come up with an album that
not only smokes but smolders.
Though the Fuegos hail from
Boston, their sound seems much
more influenced by southern Tex-
Mex and country music. Songs
iike "Move With Me Sister",
"Down in Allen's Mills" and
"The Offer" are real stompers,
while ballads like "Stand By
You" balance the act.
The album is also quite eclec-
tic in that it features everything
from a brass section to a string
quartet and, thankfully, manages
not to sound like Huey Lewis or
Bryan Ferry in the process.
Also, helping out on this al-
bum are ex-members of the J.
Geils Band — additions that only
make this an even more solid al-
bum and a definite keeper.
-Feizal Valli
Uptownship
Hugh Masekala
RCA Records
Masekela makes a triumphant
return to the forefront of the inter-
national music scene after com-
pleting Paul Simon's Graceland
tour. Using his own group
Kalahari, (which features four
Graceland tour and album
alumni), Masekela has produced
an album of R&B styles of the
world.
Loosely based on Masekela's
autobiography, the album ex-
emplifies the jazz of his African
childhood, American rhythmn-
and-blues and Motown sounds.
"'Uptown' in the New York
sense, means Harlem," Masekela
explains, "and 'township' is the
South African scene from where I
came from. So the the African-
American connection is
'Uptownship'".
The mixing of American
swing and be-bop with African
folk strains, along with interna-
tional pop and messages of
brotherhood are evident in "Hold
On" and Bob Marley's "No
Woman, No Cry". High tech pro-
duction keeps the music upbeat,
dynamic and flavourable without
dampening the sometimes earthy,
tribal feel.
Remakes of two Motown hits,
"If You Don't Know Me By
Now" and Smokey Robinson's
"Oh, Baby, Baby" show the ver-
satility and more mellow side of
his group.
Masekela has found a style
that appeals to a large audience.
By sticking to the ingredients that
produced this album, Hugh
Masekela is bound to make an
impression on the 1990's and
beyond.
- Patrick Mitchell
The Cord Weekly
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Tragically Hip taking it all too easy
Feizal Valli
Music Report
Backstage with the Tragi-cally Hip it's hard for
me to figure out if the
band is taking this show
seriously.
Outside, Fed Hall is packed
with every man, woman and
vegetarian from here to Bowman-
ville and five minutes before the
show the band still hasn't drawn
up a play list. No one seems
worried though, and as someone
makes up the list the rest of the
band decides to give me a cold
beer and a quick interview with
lead singer Gord Downie.
CORD: Rolling Stone said
that you guys were pop's answer
to Creedence Clearwater Revival.
How do you feel about that?
G.D.: Was it Mick or Keith?
CORD: No, no. The maga-
zine.
G.D.: Creedence who?
CORD: / notice a really big
difference between the first and
second album. Is that you guys
learning how to play and write
better?
G.D.: No, that's the record
company giving us more money
to make the damn album.
CORD: What do you find is
the best thing about selling out
places this big?
G.D.: Probably just knowin'
that this many people like us.
CORD: What's it like being
famous?
G.D.: I don't know, you'll
have to ask me when I'm famous.
The Tragically Hip have been
touring for about the last ten
months in support of Up to Here,
their excellent second ibum, and
don't look the least bit worse for
wear. From the moment they hit
the stage until the last encore,
they played like inmates on a day
pass with Downie serving as an
unmistakable Charles Manson
whipping the crowd into a frenzy
of midgets.
Almost all of the songs that
they played were taken from Up
to Here and, surprisingly, the
only section from the first self-
titled E.P. was neither "Small
Town Bringdown" nor "Last
American Exit", their two most
popular singles. Regardless, the
material that they did do was
flawless -- in particular, a version
of the newest single, "New Or-
leans is Sinking" which was
meaner than Jack Daniels and
louder than childbirth (but not
quite as messy either).
It would seem that the Tragi-
cally Hip have come a long way
in a relatively short time, both in
the difference in quality between
the first and second albums and in
the strength of their following
now as opposed to twelve months
ago. Suddenly the Hip are not
only a good live band to see, but
an important live band to see.
It's obvious that they're an in-
credibly good band and as such
their popularity has grown at least
ten-fold since the first record. So
it's all too likely that the Hip will
be doing stadium gigs in the very
near future, which would suit
their style of bluesy pop perfect-
ly-
All in all, between the ass-
kicker of a performance by the
Tragically Hip and my brother's
Visa card at the bar this was
definitely a show to remember
and one that will be hard to beat
anytime in the near future. Un-
less, of course, they play again.
Gord Downie of the Tragically Hip performed at U of
W's Federation Hall Friday night. Basic English were on
hand to open the show.
James Neilson, Photo
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The cast, containing many Theatre Laurier regulars, seemed hard
pressed to relate this drama to the audience but some performances
really stood out. Neville Blair as the Director of Nuclear Power Sta-
tion presented much emotion in his interview with Marney Eddington
as the Investigator, Julia O'Hallarn as Bessmertney helped to lighten
the mood somewhat with her strong actions and humourous theatrics.
Sandra Margolese as Anna Petrona gave a steady performance by
betraying emotion when patients died and by showing calm restraint
when urgent matters arose.
Strong performances by these actors saved the play from dying of
the lackluster performances of the other actors. The production could
have used the presence of stronger actors in order to make it more of
a success.
The intense atmosphere surrounding the actors could be felt by
the audience at the beginning but this feeling soon died down. At
times the discourse dragged on and the actor's voices droned on.
More action on the part of the actors could thus have commanded the
audience's interest much more.
Overall, Theatre Laurier's production was admirable considering
the seriousness of the subject matter dealt with in Sarcophagus. Per-
haps it would be less of a risky venture if they stuck with musicals
and comic dramas which are best suited for the university environ-
ment
Music and poetry unite at Cafe Bon Choix
Liza Sardi Arts
Poetry is meant to beA listened to and meant
to be listened to live and
that's just the way it was
at Cafe Bon Choix on
Tuesday night. The pro-
gram included poetry,
short fiction, music,
graphics, slides and paint-
ings by local talent.
The evening's festivities were
hosted by Laurier's own Andrew
Stubbs, along with the City of
Waterloo and Cafe Bon Choix
and proved to be a worthwhile
and culturally enriching venture -
also, the free dinner didn't hurt
The evening began with U of
W Fine Arts grad lan Moar prov-
ing his incredible versatility by
presenting art using many dif-
ferent mediums. He presented
slides, computer graphics, pho-
tographs and paintings all inter-
jected with his shy and witty
comments. His philosophy is to
create "unreal painting that is
believable". He places great im-
portance on colour, angles and
the repetition of patterns. Moar's
varied portfolio included photog-
raphs from his travels to Thailand
and paintings which incorporated
parts of his friends anatomy. My
favourites were the photographs
with 10 minute exposures at
night. Also interesting was a
painting of a friend perceived
through a stain glass window.
Marianne Micros was proba-
bly my least favourite artist She
is the author of Upstairs Over the
Ice Cream, contributor to Origins,
editor of Creative Circus, and
also a member of the London
based group of the same name.
Her best poems were the ones
about her family, and their expe-
riences, particularly "Phone calls
from my mother" and "White
slavery". I enjoyed them because
of their honesty. What I didn't
enjoy was the excerpt from her
latest novel about a 16th century
alchemist and I think the
audience agreed judging from
their lack of interest
Dona Paul Massel proved to
be the highlight of the night by
sharing some of her warm and
fuzzy poetry. She also noted that
she was wearing the same un-
derwear that she bought to meet
the King of Norway. Her books
Poppies for our Sisters and The
Vikings Who Came to Fly were
obviously works of love recount-
ing her experiences working and
growing up with immigrant Nor-
wegians. She also stayed to offer
criticisms and suggestions to bud-
ding poets.
Laurier student Marion Rahn
sang and played guitar to com-
plete the formal entertainment of
the evening. She played most of
her own work except for Bob
Dylan's "Love is a Four Letter
Word". Unfortunately, the eve-
ning ran so late that there wasn't
really enough time to hear more
from Rahn.
Students were then invited to
share their own works where they
received some constructive criti-
cisms and encouragement from
Massel and Master of Ceremonies
Andrew Stubbs.
The next evening in the series
will take place on February 27th
and I suggest that anyone that
missed Tuesday night make sure
and mark their calendars. So
bring along a friend, your poetry
or even paintings and don't forget
to come early or you won't find a
seat.
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Suzanne Vega's debut album remembered
Guy Etherington
1 first heard ofSuzanne Vega in July,
1985 while watching a late
night TV show about the
Mariposa Folk Festival.
The thing that struck me
about the interview with
her was that even though
she was, and still is, a folk
singer, she was not really
talking about folk music.
She talked about bands like
the Velvet Underground and the
Sex Pistols and the late-
seventies/early eighties punk and
post-punk movement in popular
music and the influences on that
particular genre. I cannot remem-
ber why she was talking about
them now but four years later, I
can see how performers like Lou
Reed, Leonard Cohen and Steely
Dan influenced her. Vega's self-
titled debut album takes the baser
elements of punk and post-punk
music, which are similar to folk
music with their simple,
straightforward arrangements,
blunt even brazen angry lyrics
and themes, and makes folk songs
that relate to and are about com-
mon people and situations.
The album does not depend
on lush production; the songs arc
backed by acoustic rhythm and
electric lead guitars, bass, drums
and keyboards that do nothing
more than fill out the sound and
help establish mood. The sparse
production allows the songs to
stand on their own and gives the
album an edge; the listener gets
the essentials of the song laid
bare and exposed for all to see.
You are also left feeling in-
timidated and uneasy because the
songs do not take you gently by
the hand or roughly by the balls
but rather they take you by the
neck with their thumbs resting on
your windpipe - you cannot ig-
nore their presence, but if you try,
you are forced to recognize their
strengths.
Vega's lyrics are also simple
but they carry a twist that makes
them intense. Suzanne Vega can
write about your basic girl/boy
love relationship but when she
does she will twist the idea. In
"Some Journey" she talks about
the different personae people can
adopt in relationships; "Marlene
on the Wall" is about being
trapped in a relationship by an
element of herself which she
wants to escape from but does
not.
Other songs deal with, in
Vega's words: "lots of death and
insanity". Vega does not just talk
about love but also discusses the
many darker and more unattrac-
tive emotions associated with the
complications of love and rela-
tionships that do not get men-
tioned in the everyday "I Love
You" pop song. She cuts to the
core of her subjects, lays them
open and focuses listeners to
recognize what he may not want
to acknowledge.
Now, after all this talk of
being gripped by the throat to
force you to see things you may
not want to see, do not get the
idea that this album is depressing
or cynical; it is quite realistic in
its statements but it is also op-
timistic. The song "Straight
Lines" is about a girl who is
making a new start in life and be-
gins it by cutting her hair. Sounds
simple enough but throughout the
entire song she is trying to "take
the shade down from the light";
she is trying to see relationships,
life and herself more closely and
simply, and the music and lyrics
reflect this.
This is a folk album which
does, in a folksy way, incorporate
the fundamentals of punk and
post-punk music. It has a subtle
edge to it that you don't often
hear. The album is excellent and
the CD sounds phenomenal.
FLASHBACK is a rotating
column which allows the writer to
look back to a record, concert, or
event that they find particularly
memorable. Any and all submis-
sions are gratefully accepted.
Old friends hail Fred
back to Wilf's
J. Tyler Leatherland Music Report
Wilf's was packed again Saturday night as FredHale returned to his home producing the kind of
party atmosphere sometimes lacking at Wilf's.
The place was swamped and the waitresses ran ragged trying to
keep pace with a thirsty and wild crowd. Fred himself kept pace by
taking very short breaks and supplementing them with long sets on
stage.
And if he needed help — he got it. He was joined on stage at times
with "Bag", George Barnett, Janet Eisler, and surprise of surprises,
that bar-baritone, Dan Dawson. This compliment of backup vocals,
bass, and rhythm guitars provided the party mix that kept the atmo-
sphere intact. Some unforgetable moments were created when Daw-
son got up on stage and belted out a tune much to the appreciation of
those in attendance.
Included in Hale's repertoire were Tom Petty's "Free Falling", a
duet of "Country Roads" with Janet Eisler, Sour Mash staple "Joint
Out Back", "Layin' Pipe" by David Wilcox, and "Pink Houses" by
John Mellencamp.
Some have criticised Hale for not having variety in his act Since
the demise of Sour Mash, his previous band, his music hasn't
changed that much too an extent. But then he does what he does well
and the crowd still approves, so why should he?
The thing about Hale's act is that it is so polished; or at least it
seems that way. He is well adapted to bringing someone on stage
with him and still perform well. I guess who couldn't with talent like
Janet Eisler to sing beside.
Some also wonder why the hell Fred Hale keeps coming back to
Laurier. Expecting an answer somewhat like: "I enjoy the atmo-
sphere", or "Wilf's rules!" or something, I asked him anyway. He
said, "I still have payments to make on my guitar!" Who can defend
such sensitive logic?
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—" Students can enjoy a unique
I ! monte opportunity to earn university
,
credits toward a Canadian
B.A. while studying in the
_/*■— south ofFrance near Nice.
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S /
studies in Humanities,
/ Social Sciences and
languages, in both English
and French. An intensive spring session in May-June features courses in
French as a second language, Flistory and International Business
Federal/Provincial student assistance and scholarships may apply.
For information, call or write:
UNIVERSITE CANADIENNE EN FRANCE
Laurentian University, Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2C6
(705) 673-6513, Ontario (800) 461-4030 or
UCF. 68 Scollard Street. Toronto, Ontario MSR IG2,
(416) 964-2569. Canada (800) 387-1387, Ontario (800) 387-5603
UNIVERSITECANADIENNE' SSS?T
_ jym Information Session-
/ / Li/ Wilfred Laurier Universityt£/J I £' Wed., Jan. 31,1990 at 10:30a.m." *
Peters Bldg. - Room PI 007
iB^9i Master of Industrial Relations, Queen's University
/TTfTV A twelve-month, multi-disciplinary program for students wishing to pursue
J5 \ J careers in the broad field of industrial relations and human resource manage-
ment.
Admission Requirements: A four-year bachelor's degree with upper sec-
ond-class standing (or a three-year degree with relevant and substantial
work experience and demonstrated evidence of academic potential).
Successful completion of a basic university-level course in both micro- and
macro-economics is also required. A course in statistics is highly desirable.
Students from all academic fields are invited to apply.
Information/ School of Industrial Relations, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6
Applications: Telephone (613) 545-2193
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WINTER CARNIVAL EVENTS
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Admission: $3.00
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LAURIER GAMES
AWARDS NIGHT
in ilie
TURRET
Admission $ 1.00
THE
HAMISH P. MERCIER
SCHOLARSHIP
This award has been established by
the Mercier family in memory of the
late Hamish P. Mercier. Five
hundred dollars (500.00) will be
given annually to a student entering
the third or fourth year of a
programme in Arts who has
demonstrated academic excellence
and who has made a significant
contribution to the University
through involvement in extra-
curricular activities. Selection will
I be made by the Dean of Arts and
Science. Interested candidates
should apply to the Director of
I Student Awards.
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"Grammy"
How well I remember
The soft touch of her hands,
The gentle curls thai framed the glory of youth
Disguised by age; the glimmer of spirit
In her eyes, so blue, it seemed as if she'd
Captured the essence of the sky!
The sweet scent of hibiscus in June
Prompts images of her in the minds of those
Who remember the days when she walked free
From the cage that barred her from a full life.
Forever will her vibrant smile warm the depths
Of my heart, and the melody of her dancing laughter
Will play its spirited song in my mind,
Until my laughter joins hers in perfect
Harmony.
Keri Downs
Photography
by
Thomas
Szeibel
The Last Day
The dreary autumn - time,
Gray skies letting loose their
Torrents of rain to wash away
Memories of summer.
The never-ceasing cold northern wind
Plucks changing leaves
From sleepy trees,
And chills the bones of passerby.
The once vibrant and lively gardens
Are nearly bare;
Withering flowers half buried
By the suffocating damp leaves.
People are grumpy and morose -
They retreat indoors,
As they try to escape
The world of decay - outside.
Overnight there is a miraculous change;
It is as if the sands of time
Had been frozen -
For one last day of Indian Summer.
A huge yellow disk rises in the east
Spreading its warmth and comfort
Into every melancholy heart;
The cold wind is transformed
Into a gay spring-like breeze
Blowing away the dreary air of decay.
Birds sing happily
And temporarily forget about migrating.
People emerge from their homes
Smiling and chatting with each other,
Basking in this last day of happiness
Before the cold hand of winter snuffs it out.
John A. R. Macdonald
Photography
by
Brad
Casey
BEOWULF
He'd never seen this before,
Never passed this way in any of his travels:
Eyes without depth, a killer without any cause except killing:
Cruelty incarnate.
The lights of home were still far off --
He wondered whether this was worth it,
The fighting and the defense of kinsmen who huddled inside now
While he fought for their blood and their children.
Most of them hated him anyway, his loudness and his refusal
To take their small worries seriously.
His were the great passions, the mighty battles
That kept the enemy from their doors, the food in their fields.
They never thanked him, only complained
When he grew coarse with drink and shouted at the rooftops.
Why did he concern himself with them?
Why use his strength in their defense,
When he could take what he wanted from them?
-- Then he shook it off, bested Grendel's best weapon
And took the monster's head off with one blow.
Jonathan Stover
Photography
by
Patrick
J.
Mitchell
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fEATURE
EUTHANASIA:
By Robert Hercz
Reprinted from The Varsity
Canadian University Press
In a university philosophy class, a videotape is being screened.
Donald C., a 26-year-old burn victim, is explaining to a psychiatrist
that he wants to be discharged from hospital.
Donald is a mess. Most of his body is covered in raw scar tissue
from third-degree burns. He looks more like the monstrous product of
a Hollywood special-effects department than a human being. He is
blind, he cannot walk, his hands are useless stubs. He is in excruciat-
ing pain. To control infection, he has to be lowered, naked, into a
tank of disinfectant every day. As Donald talks, the tape shows
scenes from his daily existence. I \ J; /
Sortie of the students cannot watch the tape. They are looking out
the window or down at their shoes! Some of the students want to be
doctors. If Donald is released from hospital, he would soon die of
overwhelming infection, which is exactly what he wants. He makes a
clear, strong, and impassioned plea: "What gives a physician the right
to keep alive a patient who wants to die?" But, back in 1974, no doc-
tor would sign his release. | /
The case of Donald C. is ancient history in bioethics. It is an early
example of the technological roots of many of these ethical
dilemmas. If Donald had been burned only a few years earlier, the
problem never would have arisen: he would simply have died.
"We are now able to do things in medicine that we weren't able to
do five, ten, fifteen years ago," says Toronto's Eric Meslin, one of a
small handful of professional hospital ethicists in Canada. "We can
keep patients alive virtually indefinitely on sophisticated respirators
and ventilators and more powerful drugs. We're now looking at what
it's possible to do and saying, should we be doing that?"
active or
Fred Lowy, head of the University of Toronto's new Centre for
Bioethics and a former dean of medicine, agrees. "In the last three
decades, technology has brought us to the point where there are a lot
of questions that physicians face regularly that the wisdom of the
ages doesn't help us with, because the ages never had to deal with ge-
netic engineering and in vitro fertilization."
The list doesn't stop there. Medical ethics is asking new questions
faster than we can answer them. Ownership of embryos, organ har-
vesting (removing organs from the dead), the use of aborted fetal tis-
sue, animals as a source of organs for transplantation, surrogate
motherhood, and the allocation of scarce health-care funds are all is-
sues of increasing concern.
When a society has more technology than cash, how do you de-
cide who benefits and who doesn't? j\
One of the measures of the current gap between technology and
ethics can be measured by the number - up to 10,000 in North Amer-
ica, according to one estiniate - of people kept alive by feeding tubes
in what's known as persistent vegetative state. Nobody knows what
to do with this population of the living dead. Doctors, almost by
reflex, have traditionally been trained to save life, not end it. And
next-of-kin, who in many cases have the authority to request that their
relatives be allowed to die, have often been reluctant to make such ir-
revocable decisions. | : | /
But that is changing. There are now geriatric hospitals which do
not, as a matter of policy, resuscitate heart attack victims. Doctors in
regular hospitals issue DNR (do not resuscitate) orders at patients' re-
quests. The growing patients' rights movement, the increasing
tendency to question the authority of physicians, and the trend of tak-
ing quality of life into consideration are all playing a role.
Lowy believes some doctors have not yet learned to cope with the
demands of technology.
"Once in a while, you get some overzealous physician or a group
of health care workers in a hospital who will try to resuscitate an 85-
year-old person who is dying, without any prospect of success in the
long run, just because technologically you can keep a person like that
going for another few months — at great expense to the public, by the
way. That's an example to me of technology running wild."
The question of rights is the great quagmire of medical ethics. As
author James Restak notes in Premeditated Man, questions of ethics
are often really questions of power. Who has the final say? The
patient, the doctor, or the government? Who decides when life should
end, and who should be allowed — or obliged — to end it? Should it
be legal, under certain circumstances, to kill people? And is killing
different from "allowing to die?"
It depends where you live. In Canada, a physician can let people
die — if they request it — but cannot kill them. In Holland, on the
other hand, a doctor can kill if requested to. Doctors and ethicists
agree that today, Donald C. would probably get his discharge. But if
he wanted a lethal injection so that he would not have to endure the
pain of a prolonged death from infected, pus-covered sores, it is un-
likely he could find a doctor in North America who would administer
one.
In the Netherlands, however, thousands have requested and
received such lethal injections, in the last stages of AIDS for exam-
ple. There is no distinction made between "passive euthanasia", or al-
lowing a patient to die, and "active euthanasia", or killing a patient.
"There is some moral consensus among some ethicists that that's
a phony distinction," says Meslin. "If your intention is to permit that
patient to die a good death, then it really shouldn't matter what the
means are." Nevertheless, Meslin admits that Canada "is not prepared
yet as a nation to endorse active euthanasia."
Others take a harder line. Michael Coughlin, ethics consultant at
St. Joseph's Hospital in Hamilton, Ontario, feels we should keep the
distinction very clcar. \
"I think it's an important distinction. In a sense, this is where my
religious perspective comes in. We're not the masters of life. We're
still dependent - on a higher power, on God - and we're also depen-
dent on each other. Because of that, it's important that we recognize
that we don't have total mastery over the world and over our lives.
We have a death-denying culture. One of the ways of denying death
is to show control over it by making it happen."
For different reasons, Fred Lowy agrees. "I have trouble with ac-
tive euthanasia... There have been instances not too long ago in our
history of physicians slipping over the edge, and for a variety of rea-
sons not being respectful of life. Now I'm not saying a physician who
wants to help a person out of his misery is going to turn into one of
the Nazi doctors, but that's the end of the slippery slope.
"Can you imagine if it became common that a physician or nurse
was allowed in our society to actively dispatch people who are suffer-
ing? Isn't there a danger that they might dispatch people who don't
want to go?"
A sign of the changing times is the growing tolerance for
euthanasia in North America. A Gallup poll this year found that 77
per cent of Canadians approved of some forms of euthanasia, up from
66 per cent in 1984. Still, we are cautious.
In Germany, anencephalic babies — born literally without a brain,
in fact without the top of a skull, and doomed to a few hours or days
of life — are arbitrarily declared dead at birth. Their organs may be
harvested for transplantation without the usual wait for "brain death."
In France and Switzerland, the state grants doctors the right to an
adult's organs after death, even if the deceased or his/her family wish
otherwise.
Some physicians don't see these measures as extreme. Every day,
patients on transplant waiting lists die because there are not enough
donors. Surveys show that fewer than one third of those who say they
are willing to donate organs after death carry a signed donor card.
Doctors are frustrated by the passivity of society, by the waste of
transplantable organs.
In a recent article in the Canadian Medical Association Journal,
Lowy proposed a radical, though "ethically defensible" solution to
this problem. Those who agree to donate would be given preferential
status should they ever need an organ transplant themselves.
Ethicists agree that reaching agreement in such problems won't be
easy, especially in the multicultural mix that is Canada.
/ "What do you do in a society that's no longer a homogeneous cul-
ture politically and theologically and ethically?" asks Meslin. "Do
you treat according to your own cultural beliefs, which is in direct
violation to theirs? On the other hand, treating them according to
theirs may contravene every code of medical ethics that was ever
constructed in North America."
"In China or India or Japan we would not be having the same kind
of discussion. [In those cultures] there's no reason to respect the indi-
vidual; the individual is not a crucial feature."
*
The Donald C. story has an interesting outcome. Donald tried to
get his discharge through the courts, but the wheels of justice turn
slowly. As the process wore on, Donald accepted treatment for his
burns, and eventually became well enough to leave the hospital on his
own.
He is still alive, and newly married after his discharge. But he is
thanking no one. Donald is adamant that he was wronged when his
wishes to die were not honoured. He doesn't think there is any in-
consistency in his almost paradoxical situation: now that he is alive,
he wishes he weren't. It is not that life isn't now worth living, but that
the pain was not worth enduring.
Who should judge for Donald C.?
passive?
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SPORTS
Big guns reply in Hawkey victories
By Leslie Lamers
Cord Weekly
inside:
Basketball Hawks bounced
Squash squished
Hockey trivia
upcoming:
Men's B-Ball
Saturday @ 2:00 pm
Women's V-Ball vs Waterloo
tonight
Lady B-Ball vs, Lakehead
Back on the winning track, the
Hawkey Hawks have made a
strong comeback into the season.
Notching two more wins in the
past week, the Hawks remain in
first place in OUAA action, now
being 12 in 1. At two away
games, the Hawks overtook the
Guelph Gryphons 7-4 last Thurs-
day, and the Laurentian Voy-
ageurs 10-4 Saturday.
Travelling to Guelph on
Thursday, the Hawks were again
provided with little competition
from the lackluster Gryphons.
In the first period, Golden
Hawk defensemen Peter Choma
and Mark Lyons played give-and-
go on a two-on-one to net the first
goal. Mike Maurice fed the net
twice, and the Gryphons took
goals for a 3-2 score.
Although sluggish in the first
frame, the Hawks entered the sec-
ond and third frames in full
stride. To complete the hat-trick,
Maurice backhanded a goalmouth
scramble through Gryphon goal-
tender Todd Cox. With one
minute remaining in the second,
Choma recorded a powerplay
goal with a booming slapper from
the point for a 5-2 WLU lead.
Early in the third, Pete
Hellstrom found the net, followed
by a Gryphon goal. Hawks goal-
tender Rob Dopson took a beat-
ing for a brief moment in the
third, stopping some hard shots
and being bowled over during a
Gryphon attempt. Dopson was
momentarily stunned by the
Gryphon forward who decided to
make the Laurier netminder part
of the pipes. Tom Jackson
deflected a shot in, for the 7th
Hawk marker, and the Gryphons
ended the game with a close shot
over a sprawling Dopson. Final
score 7-4 for the Golden Hawks.
LAURIER 10 Laurentian 4
Saturday night the Hawks took
on the Laurentian Voyageurs in
Sudbury. Despite the long road
trip, the Hawks destroyed the
hapless Voyagers 10-4. Goal
scorers in the first period were
Greg Puhalski, Sean Davidson,
and Mark McCreary who paced
the Hawks to a 3-0 lead at the end
of twenty minutes.
Early in the second frame Dan
Rintche notched a goal, followed
by Dan Marsden, Maurice, and
Brent Bywater. The Voyageurs
picked up two goals in the period
to bring them to with five goals.
Mike Maurice, who is this
week's Hawk of the Week, added
an Bth goal, with the Voyageurs
answering with two of their own
earned points with a second
wind. Later, Pete Hellstrom fed
Dan Rintche a pass for the 10th
goal to end the game with another
victory under their belts, the
twelfth of the season. Overall,
Coach Wayne Gowing was
pleased and has hopes of carrying
the winning streak into the
playoffs. With December behind
them, the Hawks seem back on
track.
ICE CHIPS: Two new addi-
tions surfaced this week in Gold-
en Hawk uniforms that could
potentially wreak havoc on op-
posing goalies and defensemen.
Forwards Sean Davidson and
Garnet McKechney were added
to the roster after waiting to clear
OUAA standards. They show a
strong offensive style that should
help tack on a few points for the
Hawks in the second half of the
season.
The Hawks travel to Con-
cordia on Friday, January 19, for
a 7:30 game. On Saturday, Janu-
ary 20, the Hawks play McGill at
2:oopm. In the Eastern division,
the two lie 5 in 5, and 6 in 8 con-
secutively. The Team returns to
play at home on January 25,
against Western University.
One on One with a Gryphon defender. Mike Maurice had the hat trick last Thursday night in Guelph.
Here Maurice skates up ice en route to the goal. He picked up Hawk of the Week honours for his efforts.
Photo
by
Brian
Owen
New Welsh blood injected into soccer veins
By Stephan Latour
Cord weekly
Part 2 in a 3 Part series
In July 1988, a curious,
permanently Canada-bound Wel-
shman named Tony Lea stepped
off the boat and within a year had
made his presence felt within the
WLU soccer community. His
knowledge of the game was given
accreditation when he was ap-
pointed head coach of the Laurier
Golden Hawks varsity soccer
team in December 1989, to re-
place long established guru Barry
Lyon.
Tony's story goes back to a
little nest in Wales, called Rex-
ham. As a young lad he got his
first contact with the football at
the school level and by age 7,
when boys dream to become
firemen or astronauts, Tony de-
cided to strive for the profes-
sional soccer leagues. His role
model was his uncle, Cyrryl, a
professional with Orient, Ipswich
Town and currently coach of
West Brom. He made quite an
impact on Tony as he joined the
professional ranks in Chester
soon after. However, he never
quite signed with them, and sub-
sequently he played semi-pro in
the North Wales League.
His shortcomings in profes-
sional soccer matter little since
Tony amassed incredible academ-
ic and coaching credentials in the
following years. At Rexham Col-
lege, he earned his teacher's cer-
tificate, at Wrexham College, he
got his Football Association of
Wales Coaching Badge, at Car-
diff his Bachelor of Education.,
and at Leeds he was player-coach
and earned his Master of Arts.
These degrees are characteristic
of his reputation as an outstand-
ing teacher, and professional.
"Tony the Professor" got his first
assignment at Farnham College in
the South of England, with whom
he captured the national
scholastic title over Sheffield.
These superb credentials were
finally sent overseas to Canada-
New soccer coach Tony Lea
Two firsts for "Book"
By Redd Weltz
Cord Weekly
Mike Booker captured two first place finishes over the weekend at
two separate track meets in Hamilton and Toronto. Booker placed
first in the 1500 m at the Hamilton Spectator Indoor Games Friday
night in the University division with a winning time of 4:01:06
minutes, and bagged top spot in the 1000m, with a time of 2:30:06
minutes at the U of T track meet Saturday afternoon.
Laurier also entered seven other competitors for the two meets, all
of them placing well in their categories and team events.
Individually, five other runners competed over the weekend.
The results are as follows:
Paul Dawson placed Bth in the 300 m sprint with a time of 38:02
seconds, the fastest time a Laurier runner has achieved this year.
David Sin in the 300 m finished right behind Dawson with a time
of 38:09 seconds.
In the 600 m , Dave Elliot placed 6th, Tim Lange 12th, and Lind-
sey Rennie 14th.
In the 4x200m event, the team of Dawson, Sin, Pat Richardson
and Brent Briands placed 4th with a time of 1:41:04 minutes.
In the 4X400m event, Rennie, Elliot, Richardson and Lange
placed 2nd with a time of 3:50:03 minutes.
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after four tries with the notorious
immigration offices-yet he was
not certain whether they would be
of any value because he didn't
know we had soccer in North
America. To the delight of his
heart, soccer was here, and his
son quickly got started in the K-
W Minor Soccer Program. There
he met Barry Lyon who invited
him to be assistant coach at
Laurier.
He was very impressed indeed,
complimenting the Laurier squad
and the university scene on its ex-
cellent level of skill, "quality 0f
player", and "studiousness on theway to the game". Withouthesitation, he added that he ap-
plied for the position because theboys were more committed than
the ones in Britain. Tony's game
is guided by a strong philosophy
in that "the object of the exercise
is to win within the bounds of the
game", meaning that it is not a
win at all cost philosophy.
One of Tony's memorable
events of his soccer career oc-
curred when he captured the na-
tional title in England. This bril-
liant moment clashed with his ac-
ceptance that he was not going to
play pro after all.
Nonetheless, his mind is with
Laurier now, and he clearly states
his goals. "We want to re-
establish ourselves as a force
after losing several good players
to graduation, and I want to
deliberately generate spirit and
stress hard work with skill." This
will be interesting news to the
Laurier Eleven, as they will
certainly be remembering every
practice for its emphasis on in-
tense education. The other good
news is his future-orientated vi-
sion, which includes a coaching
position at Laurier 10 years from
now. Well, Tony certainly brings
fresh wind from Wales into the
soccer program, and he is indeed
the rightly chosen guard to lead
the Laurier Eleven. Welcome
aboard!
Trivia Time
By Rob Brown
Pittsburgh Penguins
Yes sports fans, this week's trivia is all about the great Canadian
game of hockey ? Ready ? Here we g0...
1. Name the only two NHL players to be selected to the post season
Ail-Star teams in each year of the 1980's ?
2. How many Gardens are there in the NHL ?
3. What team has reached the Stanley Cup finals in three consecutive
seasons but lost all twelve games ?
4. Gordie, Mark and Marty helped this WHA team to two Avco Cup
titles ?
5. Who is the captain of the New York Islanders ?
6. Who is the Leafs Colonel ?
7. Who captains the OHL's Kitchener Rangers ?
8. How many players have had their jersey number retired by the
Boston Bruins ?
9. Who was the first selection of the 1989NHL entry draft ?
10. Who were the champions of the British Hockey League last year
Stumper: How many consecutive Olympics did diver Greg
Louganis win gold medals in his respective events and what were
they ? And what place did he finish at the 1976games in Montreal ?
answers::1.RaymondBourqueandWayneGretzky
2.3
3.StLouisBlues
4.HoustonAeros
5.BrentSutter
6.BrianCurran
7.SteveRice
8.7
9.MatsSundin
10.NottinghamPanthers
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fast, efficient, reliable, wordprocessing...
WLUSU Typing Services
WLUSU typing services guarantees a 24 hour turn-
around. If you know you have an essay, term paper or
resume due, book a space to have it typed (note: it's good
to book early before the rush begins).
Bring your work to the info booth. You're gauran-
teed a professional job!
Remember when you first came to Laurier? You
probably had that awkward feeling in your gut thinking
that you might not belong or that people would think you
were a geek. As Frosh week progressed you made many
friends and had an excellent time. Well now you can
relive these once-in-a-lifetime experiences on Friday 19th.
Your First Year Council has arranged a party in the
Theatre Auditorium. Come visit your friends and your
Icebreakers - relive the fun!
Friday January 19th
The T.A. (theatre auditorium)
Liscenced under L.L.8.0.
Admission is free to those who wear a frosh shirt from any
; year, otherwise it's only a dollar.
I /
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Ministry of Financial
v\7 J Colleges and assistance forUniversities Ontario students
10 Conwa> M,n,s,e ' 1989-1990
Apply Now!
A
m
V
OSAP applications for bank, or any other
1989-1990 should be lending institution, the
submitted at least 90 forms necessary to
days before the end of maintain your
the school year. interest-free status.
One OSAP application If you have already
jg|S yQU apply for: applied for assistance
and want to appeal for
• Ontario Study Grant additional assistance,
• Canada Student Loan please contact as soon
. Ontario Student Loan as possible your
Financial Aid
>
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the past, but not this the deadline and other
year, you must obtain information.
from your Financial Aid
Administrator, your
.
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Mac victorious over Lindley's new squad
by JeffDragich
Cord Weekly
The Women's Basketball
Hawks broke into the win column
with a road win over Guelph last
weekend However, earlier, they
dropped their home opener to
McMaster. Last week's split left
the Hawks with a record of 1-2
and in sixth place in the OWIAA
West.
This game was loaded with
emotional pressure. The Golden
Hawks were playing their regular
season home opener and needed a
big win. Both teams entered the
game winless. CHCH TV was on
hand to cover the game and
Laurier coach Sue Linaiey was
facing her former team for the
first time.
The Hawks came out playing
extremely well, and controlled
the first half to the cheers of a
moderately-sized crowd. They
opened up a 28-20 lead with 3:38
to go, but saw the bulge reduced
to 30-28 at the half as they ap-
peared to tire just before the half.
Lindley was pleased with the
first-half performance. "We did a
super job," she said. "We had
them a bit concerned."
However, McMaster, which
had gained some momentum with
an 8-2 run to close out the first
half, dominated the second-half
of the game.
"They came out like gang
busters," Lindley commented.
Laurier scored just 8 points in
the first eleven minutes of the
second half, seeing their half-time
lead evaporate as the Marauders
burst out to a 51-38 advantage.
The deficit eventually reached 20
before the Hawks could come
close at the end.
The Hawks endured scoreless
streaks of 3:46 and 4:15 during
the second half as they were frus-
trated by the unusual defence the
Marauders used.
Sue Little led the Hawks with
14 points and 10rebounds. Dana
Perry added 12 points.
LAURIER 61 GUELPH 55 OT
The Golden Hawks struggled
throughout the contest, then
pulled together for the overtime
period to grab an important road
win. They were forced to battle
their own inconsistency, a very
vocal crowd, and a series of ter-
rible calls by the officials.
The Hawks had a chance to
win the game in regulation, as
they had the ball out of bounds
with 17 seconds left and the game
tied at 51. However, they were
unable to get a shot off as they
held the ball for the last shot.
"We threw a little zone at them in overtime, and it
took them out of their rhythm."
After Colleen Ryan
rebounded a Gryphon miss to
open the overtime period, rookie
forward, Sue Eagleson gave the
Hawks a lead they would never
relinquish. She got the bail out on
the rignt wing, her defender
slacked off, she stepped into the
opening and nailed a 10 footer
with 4; 17 left.
Janice Field then stole the ball
in Guelph's end and eventually
scored on a drive through the
lane. After a Gryphon free throw,
Renata Dykstra rebounded a
Ryan miss and hit the put-back
for a 57-52 lead. Laurier coasted
the rest of the way, controlling
the glass, and running time off of
the clock.
Dykstra lifted the team in
overtime, leading by example.
She scored 6 points in the extra
period, was diving after loose
balls in the defensive end, and
grabbed two critical offensive
rebounds that were converted into
scores.
Dykstra and Little led the
scoring for the Hawks with 16
points each, and Little added 10
rebounds. Ryan added 12 points
and 10 boards.
Lindley felt the Hawks found
the consistency they had been
missing just in time for overtime.
She also noted that "We threw a
little zone at them in overtime,
and it took them out of their
rhythm. The shot clock ran out
on them several times, forcing
them to shots that they didn'r.
really want to take."
Ryan played a steady game,
grabbing several crucial boards
late in regulation. And Eagleson
gave some quality minutes; she
hustled on defense, made some
nice shots and slowed the offense
down when it seemed to be a
little out of control.
LOOSE FEATHERS: Laurier
travels to Hamilton on Satur-
day for the rematch with
McMaster. Game time is 4:00.
Next home game is next Friday
night against Lakehead.
The Women's Basketball Hawks dropped their home
opener to Mac and then beat Guelph in OT to start the season at one
and one. File photo
The Cord Weekly
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Friday Jan. I
HOMECOMING WEEKEND 1990 I
.Alumni Specials I
.T-shirt souvenirs H
.Tickets Give-Away For H
Next Weekend I
J LAST WEEKEND 3
Thursday Jan. 25th - Tears
;£ Friday Jan. 26th - Sorrow J.
■ Saturday Jan. 27th - Blues B
3 Sunday Jan. 28th - SUPERBOWL F.
p
T
M0NDAY AUCTION SALE!
For the 11th
year W.L.U. ®£1q9
has been
the best bagel tldR
in Town !
Try our new
toasted pizza
bagel.
Now Open
SUNDAY
for breakfast
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
theScores
OUAAHockey West
LAURIER 8, Ryerson 2
LAURIER 7, Guelph 4
LAURIER 10,Laurentian 4
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at Concordia (Fri. Jan. 19,7:30)
LAURIER at McGill (Sat Jan. 20,2:00)
OUAAHockeyEast
OUAAVolleyball
Results:
Western 3, Brock 0
Western 3, Guelph 0
Waterloo 3, Brock 0
Mc Master 3, Windsor 0
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at Waterloo (Fri. Jan. 19, 8:00)
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at McMaster (Sat. Jan. 20,4:00)
Tamiae Hockey:
OWIAAVolleyball
Results:
Windsor 3, Waterloo 0
Brock 3, LAURIER 0
Western 3, Guelph 1
McMaster 3, LAURIER 0
Lakehead 3, Guelph 1
Lakehead 3, Guelph 0
Windsor 3, McMaster 0
Upcoming Games:
Waterloo at LAURIER (Thur. Jan 18, 8:00 in the
A.C.)
Windsor at LAURIER (Sat. Jan. 20,2:00 in the A.C.)
_J_H 11 A huvjlf%itiiimii
Results:
Western 62, Guelph 60
McMaster 94, LAURIER 79
Windsor 87, Waterloo 67
Brock 81, Lakehead 65
Western 72, Waterloo 52
McMaster 87, Windsor 69
Brock 95, Lakehead 72
Guelph 87, LAURIER 67
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at McMaster (Sat. Jan. 20,2:00)
The Cord Weekly
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Team GP W L T F APts
LAURffiR 13 12 1 0106 30 24
Waterloo 13 10 2 1 75 31 21
Western 12 8 2 2 60 48 18
Windsor 13 7 6 0 50 47 14
Brock 12 4 6 2 59 71 10
Guelph 11 4 7 0 48 53 8
RMC 13 2 11 0 38 89 4
Laurentian 15 2 13 0 43109 4
Team GP W L T F APts
York 14 10 3 1 69 51 21
UQTR 11 7 3 1 76 42 15
Ottawa 14 6 7 1 58 61 13
McGill 12 5 5 2 49 39 12
Toronto 13 6 7 0 62 58 12
Concordia 14 6 8 0 48 49 12
Ryerson 11 5 6 0 45 60 10
Queen's 13 3 10 0 40 78 6
Team GP W L T F APts
Waterloo 7 7 0 0 21 2 14
Western 8 7 1 0 22 6 14
McMaster 7 4 3 0 12 13 8
LAURffiR 6 3 3 0 13 11 6
Windsor 7 3 4 0 10 15 6
Guelph 7 1 6 0 8 18 2
Brock 8 0 8 0 3 24 0
Team GP W L T F APts
Western 3 3 0 0211139 6
Windsor 4 3 1 0262244 6
Lakehead 4 3 1 0230223 6
Brock 5 3 2 0297283 6
McMaster 4 2 2 0275244 4
LAURIER 3 i 2 0179187 2
GuelPh 3 0 3 0143181 0
Waterloo 4 0 4 0203299 0
Team GPW L T F APts
Quebec 9 6 1 2 39 24 14
Calgary 8 6 2 0 32 23 12
Cleveland 9 5 3 1 46 27 11
Toronto 8 3 4 1 34 27 7
Team GP W L T F APts
Vancouver 9 4 3 2 52 33 10
Boston 8 3 3 2 29 35 8
Hartford 9 1 6 2 23 53 4
Edmonton 8 0 7 1 17 50 1
Team UP W L T F APtsWindsor 6 6 0 0 18 1I2
Brock 8 6 2 0 21 8 12
McMaster 7 4 3 0 14 13 8
Western 5 3 2 0 9 10 6
Lakehead 6 3 3 0 12 12 6
Waterloo 6 2 4 0 10 12 4
LAURIER 6 1 5 0 4 15 2
Guelph 8 1 7 0 5 22 2
Team GP W L T F APts
Brock 2 2 0 0176137~4
McMaster 2 2 0 0181148 4
Western 2 2 0 0134112 4
Guelph 2 1 1 0147129 2
Windsor 2 1 1 0156154 2
LAURIER 2 0 2 0146181 0
Lakehead 2 0 2 0137176 0
Waterloo 2 0 2 0119159 0
t
UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
COLLEGE OF
AND RESEARCH -
opportunities for academic and professional
illU £ development.
IB* The University of Saskatchewan has 15,000 full-
time students in 13 colleges. Most offer V" h nftK-^rWI f**
graduate training at the Master's and Ph.D. level.
J
JE\JS Jon Arts and Science Nursing
Commerce Physical Education 1
Engineering Veterinary Medicine January
In addition to a first rate faculty students can 19,20
utilize a wide range of Research Institutes STEVE LEE
located on campus. These include: the 100-Mev AND THERIDE
The campus of the University of Saskatchewan electron accelerator laboratory; NRC - Plant January 26
is located on the banks of the South Saskatchewan Biotechnology Institute; Agriculture Canada GARY ADAMS
River in Saskatoon - a city of 180,000 which is Research Station; Veterinary Infectious Disease AND THE BLUE
the hub of agriculture, potash and mining Organization; National Hydrology Research GRASS GENTLEMEN
industries as well as a growing manufacturing Institute, Saskatchewan Research Council and January 27
sector. This modern campus combines beautiful others located in Innovation Place, an industrial JUNIOR
gothic buildings with contemporary designs in a research park adjacent to the University. GONE
unified plan that is conducive to a good University scholarships are available. For WILD
academic environment and quality of student life. 1990-91 Master's and Ph.D. level awards will be February
Our College of Graduate Studies and Research in excess of $ 12,000 and $ 15,000 respectively. 2,3
draws on a tradition of excellence and modern Supplements may be available for exceptional SKYDIGGERS
research facilities to provide exceptional students.
"
RS// >
nISSn 648-2644
For More Information on Admission Requirements, Registration and Scholarships please contact:
C College of Graduate Studies and Research, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada S7N OWO
TOLL FREE: 1-800-667-2519
Basketball Hawks drop first two games
By Bruno Rukavina
Cord Weekly
McMASTER 94 LAURIER 79
The Hoop Hawks opened
their OUAA West regular season
with a home game last Wednes-
day against McMaster. The game
started off at a tremendous pace
with McMaster jumping out to a
quick 7-0 lead. The Golden
Hawks, led by the frantic play of
Tony Mercotullio, quickly caught
up. The aggressive style of the
Laurier defenders confused the
Marauders as they repeatedly
looked to the referees for foul
calls. The referees allowed the
Hawks aggressiveness and physi-
cal play which angered both the
McMaster coaches and players.
McMaster obviously bewildered,
went to the dressing room at half-
time down 6 points at 43-37.
The lead was not to last, as in
the second half the Marauders
caught and finally passed Laurier
with eight minutes to play. The
Hawks had several chances to ex-
tend the lead when they still had
it, early in the second half, but
several missed scoring chances
hurt the team in the long run. The
final margin, a 15 point loss, was
not indicative of the effort put
forth by the team. Marcotullio led
the Hawks with 24 points and 7
assists while Mike Alessio added
18 and Wayne Trudeau chipped
in 10 rebounds. Rookie Colin
McGregor showed a lot of poise
scoring 8 tough points. McMaster
was led by their all-star guard
"Easy" Ed Madronich who had
32 points and 9 rebounds.
GUELPH 87 LAURIER 67
This was a battle of familiar
opponents as the Gryphons and
Hawks met for the third time this
year. The game started off slowly
with some sloppy play by both
teams. The Hawks found them-
selves down nine points with 5:04
to play in the first half but quick-
ly went on a 10-2 run that cut the
halftime lead to 1 point, 34-33
Guelph.
"Hie Hawks took the lead ear-
ly in the second half but were un-
able to sustain it against the much
taller Gryphons. Particularly
noteworthy was the play of
Guelphs' twin towers, 6'9 Eric
"Stretch" Hammond and 6'7 Tim
Mau. Hammond had 24 points,
several blocked shots and a
couple of dunks, while the cool
and consistent Mau added 22
points.
Down 5 points with 13:30 to
go, the Hawks began to fade and
ended up losing by 20. The team
simply ran out of gas. The Gold-
en Boys were led by Alessio with
20 points and Mercotullio with
18, while Steve Duncan added 10
big rebounds.
AROUND THE LEAGUE
McMaster, Brock and West-
ern have all started off strong,
posting impressive 2-0 records
while the school down the street,
the Warriors, supposedly known
for their basketball prowess, have
posted a very weak 0-2 record,
both games 20 point losses.
The Badgers' 2-0 start is es-
pecially impressive when you
consider that the same team went
0-14 in league play last year.
Much of the credit has to go to
new coach Ken Murray who has
taken the same five starters fn m
last years team and molded them
into a contender for the league
title.
NEXT ACTION: Laurier at
McMaster. Saturday 2:00 p.m.
CHCH T.V.
All on his own ...Mike Allesio runs up court during action against
McMaster at the A.C. One of the steadiest Hawks, Allesio puts in
another fine effort for the basketball birds.
A jumper for three or will I pass... Guard Dave Kleuskens!
seen here holds up play while he decides what to do for his team,
the Hawks lost their home opener to McMaster last week at the A.C.
Golden Hawks squished
By Haji D. Robertas
Cord Weekly
It was a cruel ending to a season for the varsity squash players as
they competed in their final tournament of the year. The ten-school
tourney saw Laurier compete against six universities over two days.
The squash Hawks lost five out of six matches at the A.C., beating
Trent 4-2 for their only team victory.
Friday, Laurier lost 5-1 to Ryerson. Fifth seed John McDonald
was the only Hawk to win his match. York was victorious 5-1 with
third seed Greg Brown winning his match, and Trent fell to the
Squash Hawks 4-2. Winners were Brown and McDonald, Chris
Secord and Don Roth.
Saturday's action saw Laurier crumble under the weight of jug-
gernauts, Queen's and U of T, 6-0 in each match. The squishers also
were outplayed by McGill, but Secord managed to pull off the upset
for the day.
Fellow team members Dave Repath, ranked first on the team, and
Steve Ennis, ranked second, failed to overpower their opponents and
had to settle for a winless weekend. Overall the team finished ninth
for the weekend.
The squad has concluded their season and has high aspirations for
next year.
The Cord Weekly
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FEBRUAftV 1
Quad $599 Trpl $619 Dbl $639
:-
Packaae Includas; —
SU
Va& -Return airfare Toronto/Puerto Vallarta /T\ A
•
+
-Airport/Hotel transfers wfeKj
-Breakfast daily (buffet)
•
. -Unlimited drinks from 5-7 pm daily
(
.
'
.
• -Daily pool-side events and activities 6^-/
.
•
•
• -Access to facilities of sister hotel- CocoMoranda
-Services ofan Adanac Tours representative
\ Not Included: $95 Tax (includes Hotel, Mexican/Canadian departure tax)
J 112 COCO CLUB VALLARTAVWP'S Aa upper lhrt«(Ur hotel located justacrou the street from th«
in i i beach. The hold has a great pool and rwim-up bar, at well as190Avenue Road, Taonio. Onlano, Canada MSR 2JI 1416)952-6968 three rtiUuranti, bar, discotheque, tennis court! and exercise
..«« | paEssn?££Z£"'
For more information
please contact:
drop by WLUSU TRIPS BOOTH IN THE »d ih. GREEK COUNCIL
Hawk of the
Week
MIKE MAURICE
Second year right winger Mike
Maurice from Hamilton, con-
tinued his outstanding play in two
key Hawk victories last week.
Mike scored three goals and one
assist in Thursday's 7-4 at
Guelph and two goals and two as-
sists in Saturday's 10-4 victory at
Laurentian. Maurice leads the
OUAA in scoring with 24 goals
in 13 games.
Sports Shorts
CURLING
WLU hosted the West Sec-
tional Tournament last Satur-
day at the Guelph Curling
Club. Other competing
schools included Guelph,
Windsor, Waterloo and
McMaster. The men fared well
with three wins and two
losses, and tied with Waterloo
and McMaster behind first
place Western, who finished
with 4-1 record. Unfortunate-
ly, the women went winless
through five games. McMaster
won the women's competition
with a 5-0 mark. The curlers
will be action January 27th in
Toronto...
SAUNA NO LONGER A
HOT ISSUE
The Men's locker room
had this past week a renova-
tion to the dry sauna. New
benches were added, replacing
the old ones which had slats
big enough to lose your ankles
in and nails which got rather
hot and somewhat of a dis-
comfort to the patrons who
eventually got what they
wanted in the end...
SCORING AT WILL
Mike Maurice who leads
the OUAA in scoring with 24
goals and 38 points is on track
to break the season goal record
of 35 set by Dennis
Castonguay of Laurentian dur-
ingthe 1987-88 season...
WEATHER VOLLIES
MATCH
The men's volleyball team
was bounced from their match
against Western due to in-
clement weather last Friday.
The game will be rescheduled
for Thursday the 25th...The
Hawks' next action is this Fri-
day as they take on the nation-
ally ranked Waterloo Warriors
at the P.A.C. Game time is
8:00 pm.
HERE YE.. HERE YE, IN-
DOOR TENNIS HAS
STARTED
The new indoor tennis circuit
has started off the year with great
interest. Added to this year by the
Tennis Club, it has been the
fastest growing club of the year
with eighty signatures on the first
day of registration. In its second
year of operation, the Tennis
Club has held a successful ladder
and club championship with
members Jeff Spriet and Dianne
Bienker coming forward as the
winners in last year's event.
The Tennis Club plays over at
the Waterloo Tennis Club and
carries a list of all the WLU
members. Reservations are neces-
sary and a small court fee is re-
quired.
For those who are interested,
contact Mike Thomson @ 746-
2105 or Aidan Tracey @ 747-
3483.
The Cord Weekly
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Whatever the
subject,we
keep you
informed.
We invite you to
subscribe nowat
the special student
rate of 50% off.
To start your subscription,
simply fill out the coupon below
and mail with your payment to
The Globe and Mail.
I 1
| VETO I I would like to take advantage of this |
| Itw ■ special student offer at 50% OFF
• Please deliver The Globe and Mail to the address ■
J below. Enclosed is my cheque or money order orJ charge card authorization for □13 weeks - $2503 JI □ 26 weeks -$50.05
•
|
I Name — |
J University _Campus !
■ Residence Room « j
| Street _ City — j
I Province Postal Code Jj Telephone Student I D. * •
| This address is □On campus □ Off campus
I □ Cheque or Money Order Enclosed □ Visa
{□MasterCard □ American Express
J Charge Card Expiry Date i
I Charge Card # — I
i j
I Signature I
J (required to validate offer) ■
I Note Offer valid only where home delivery is available
I mail to I
Kitchener N2P ITS stgasmb j
i 7.
" j
FIRST YEAR Honours Business and Honours
*
Economics students are invited to
attend one of the following
CO-OP APPLICATION INFORMATION SESSIONS
Thursday, January 25 4 p.m. Theatre Auditorium
Monday, January 29 4 p.m. Paul Martin Centre
Application packages will be available at these
sessions and are also
available in the Co-op Office, 2nd floor,
232 King St. North (across from the
Athletic Complex)
Application Deadline: 4:30 p.m. Monday,
September 17,1990
in the Co-op Office
The Cord Weekly
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THE CLASSIFIEDS
GET YOUR VALENTINE DAY CLASSIFIEDS IN BY FEB. sth AT NOON!!
f\- G0 CRAZY ONTHE BEACH! LO ST: Ring with 3 pearls and a FOR SALE: One sony portable TYPING OF ALL KINDS. Rea-
Accotttodations DAYTONA BEACH diamond. Sentimental value, CD player + extras, $350 or b.0., sonable rates. Call 578-0961.
~ '' 7 exciting nights, beachfront REWARD OFFERED, phone call 746-8680.
V-'-y.* hotel, lots of activities - DON'T 884-2618. THE CLERICAL AD-
MISS OUT! $219 transportation WEEKEND TO REMEMBER: VANTAGE: 742-0657. Word
FOR RENT MARCH I: 3 and hotel, call Gail 747-2428. GREEN-EYED FIEND: I love Quebec City Bash! First weekend processing, resumes, application
bedroom condo townhouse, you more than ever. in Feb. (Ist - 4th) Condo and letters, essays, reports, printing,
Beechwood area, minutes to uni- LOST: WIDE GOLD WED- return transportation $140, last flyers, signs, banners, cards.
versities, finished recroom, 1.5 DING BAND. Great sentimental MEXICO for reading week, call 3:ooam. Call Peter at 888-
bath, carport, deck, walk to bus, value t0 owner - Belonged to limited space available. Full 6806 soon, 2 spots available. TYPING Professional Word
schools, shopping, 4 appliances, great-great-great grandfather, package; student saver discount. Pmre«in'cr Rpa?nn ahle ratPc
blinds, $1050 + utilities. Tel. 884- Lost in Seagram's Gym Area No- Phone Canadian Travel Cantre at GORD, GORD: you're so-o-o r n Hp„th;; ~ ooo_Ml7
4315 mornings or after 5 p.m. vember 22. If found, please return 886-8900. cool, we want to be your friend at
'
to info centre. school. From BAMBI and
COME LIVE WITH US! 2 girls OWEN: Happy maggotmaggot- THUMPER, who just want to say TYPING SERVICE. Rea-
need 2 roommates to share semi- CRAIG: Gotta love those maggot belated interested inter- "HIGH". sonable rates. Call 748-9635.
furnished house (brand new), sec- Bronco's - you can bring my ested interested birthday, guilty
onds from bus, minutes from uni- money by anytime! Happy 20th. guilty guilty, ashamed ashamed a™™™ ™ . L-, ESSAYS...FAST..RELIABLE.,
versity. Come alone or bring a JO-ANNE ashamed, oh thine love of mine. CAN T AFFORD> TOGET WORDPROCESSING Scripts
friend. Call 725-0020. AWAY FOR READING WEEK. 885-5971,244 King St. N. Water-
T.B. and H (tall blond and hand- GOING FAST - Los Cabos But you still want to party? Come jOO King & University, beside
some) - how did you stick those Mexico reading week only $559 J°'n us lor l^e weekend at the Forwells.
Jjik r 1 cans up? I'd love you to show me including tax and transfers, call Quebec Winter Carnival, Feb 1-Islip&iil what else you can do. Canadian Travel Centre 886- 4! Call Heike for details at 884- yyoRDS FOR MONEY-Profes-
i VoIIIIIiiCCSrS ; txt miPDPP riTv u r 8900. sional document processing.
V J IN QUEBEC CITY the pubs are — — Telephone 742-4315 after 6:00open until 3am!!!! Party with us TONY: you are my sunshine, CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT: I never p . m. for more information.
SEMEN DONORS for artificial 01" 04, call heike 884-4682. you are my sunshine, you make knew Tillsonburg could produce
insemination programme in the " me happy, when skies are gray, such perversity. Such a small
area. Donors must be healthy and TO TALL BLONDE and Love and Schnoobies, the Big gene pool and such a big...guy. WORD PROCESSING: fast,
responsible Preference given to HANDSOIVIE in A27 little Bad Bopping Beefcake Bill. Oh man!! Love and other lun- accurate, will make spelling
married candidates. Kindly con- house, I've been watching you cheon treats, Major Schnoobies. minor grammar corrections.
tact Dr. N. Assad, 715 Coronation 30(11 what 1 see - ni be back - HEY PAULINE: sorry about the — (English grad). Laser printer. Call
Blvd., Cambridge, Ont. NIR 7RI : mix-up Thursday night but I real- KAREN: Thanks for the help last Suzanne at 886-3857.
"DWAYNE:Congratulations and ly did try and get hold of you, edition!! Hope you have a good
WANTED: Math 109 tutor, best wishes as you start your term give me a call some time, weekend. See ya bright and early IMPROVE YOUR GRADE!
$10/hr Call Chris 884-3112
'
as Proconsul of lota Mu Chapter, Spanky. Monday morning for Jimmy's Top quality typing, grammar and
'
EX. (missyou!!)" class> Maybe twinkle toes will spelling corrected, sentences
WHY PAY TO EXERCISE? PARTY WITH US at the pay me a visit this weekend?!?!?! smoothed. University area
- 885-
WE'LL PAY YOU! We are THE QUEBEC WINTER Quebec Winter Carnival. There Anoushka. 5952. St. Jacob's - 664-3374.
looking for students who want to CARNIVAL has it a 11... bon- are still some seats available. Trip
earn extra money in their spare homme, icecastles, parades, includes hotel and coach trans-
— —
time on Wednesday evenings and fireworks, ice sculptures, snow portation. Cost is $139/quad, call
Thursday mornings delivering the and yes, it even has sand!! Don't Heike at 884-4682 for more info. //
/ \) I / L\\
Waterloo Chronicle in areas m* ss tbe beach party at — J ■' / V \ ( 1\t\
around the university. The more Quebec City s Convention BLACK AND WHITE film, de- £—•/ [[ * \ •fK I \J\
you work you can handle the Centre. Call Heike 884-4682. veloping and enlarging facilities. j / /CIASSIPI£d7 If }\
more money you can make. Come up to the Photo department I J\ S EcTiQn [ yJJ / \
Please call 886-2830 9am-snm. ROAD TRIP to the ANIMAL of Student Publications (3rd floor /WI I ;p— .. E
- rj\ J A \ s.|'
HOUSE!! The Greek Council's 5.U.8.) and ask for Liza or Pat. R $ -jgrr SN, A /wL /ihv
ywi-.-., •>. inviting everyone to join us for A\ \ 7 \/\//[ \A (raL J fj\y112 the party on Wed. Jan 31. Tickets BILL NEEDLE: Come back. All f\ IWJv fcl \
Personals on sa'e 'n tbe concourse next is forgiven. But this time, lose the \ -3^i\j\
week. staple gun, okay luv? Steverino. n
J! THE QUEBEC TRIP has a one HOWARD: so how did the 112 \
TO ALL THOSE who donated day ski option too, for $27 more, spaghetti dinner turn out? When cLf /
money and gifts for the TOY Call Heike at 8844682! do I get mine? -Ha, well let's & vi v -X.
Drive, THANKS from the first hope for another fire alarm to get / rv
year council and the kids who AL - forget that wishy-washy in some more good conversation. L/\ Vg.
received them. girlfriend of yours All she ever W.J.M. nJn fjA o
does is talk about you. I'm the
SPINELESS JELLYFISH: girl for you, pally! Love always, YO RO: It took a couple of years
aquatic animal without backbone Melissa. and a couple of drinks but thanks. „ON , T pORGET that the WORD PROCESSING. Fast,seeking female of same species
.
—. Valentine's Day edition of the accurate, and letter quality.for relauonship and VESGERBS, there ,s a road trip next two years advance a little wju
'
so Jstuff Call 884-2990. Ask for to the Animal House! I knew quicker, (ha). etcWoody, Normy, Bill, Mark, or you dbe happy - you there.
ACAPULCO- sifled ad to your true love is sub- delivery. Call Diane at 576-1284the skinny guy with a big office Your Greek Council Exec. DAY 1 DMA, ba m,
(and lumpy couch). deposits must be in soon, seats muted
by Mon. Feb. sth.
_
:
nr a d n a vi?v (rr\r\rn.** are still available. Call 888-0260. n , n • , *li l''":i.' j •''
cifiTivrATNATHAWPHii
DEAR DAVEY (Crockett BUBBS: Just a remmder that Fn-SKATING AT NATHAN PHIL- Johnston), although this weekend
, day's the big dav and I hopeLIP'S SQUARE: Sunday Jan. wiU nothing iike last, I'll still CHAD: How come you haven t
21st, leaving A.C. at 4:oopm. For be smiling the whole time. Have called yet. My raquette and I are joyino every minute of it. Can'tuckets contact Debbie at 746- a good weekend and I'll see you waiting. Hope you had a good W- § <rm^sure we'U V % * **Tj'jfi'"- onSunday' U>VeTA ' holiday. Call soon. Anoushka. St Hovey- • • •
_
_ you more than ever. A HARRY ROSEN is speaking
IT'S a nfw nprAnp hth
""""""""""" tomorrow (Jan. 19th) in the
IA UP TFT? rMVTrcnisj
6 RENEE: Sure looked as if you Theatre Auditorium on the topic
KTC „L r 1 112 rrs*2nA !vl nrlvsil*i»i had a good time on Monday of RETAILING & FASHION.lEW50111 gripe- m pnvatel ; :g —- His presenu«ion will commence
informative meetings will be held Write a letter to the editor and you may find out that 112 . 3110:00ant,, everyone is wei-
each week. This week's meeting Others feel the same way. Make sure they are 400 Typing/Word come to attend this event which is
is on Mon. Jan. 22 at s:3opm in words in j&ngth or shorterand are accompanied by Plroccssbicf sP°nsored °y b B -b - 211(1 lamiae-PlOO7 and the movie will be your phone number and student I.D. ,• ] J XOOI s FOR ~FArK rOF
STm. Chlc^buncl5 blmd OMOMNOrneS con t* EXPERIENCED TVP.ST wiU FEE HOUSE on Fri. Jan. ,9* a,
outside the concourse for more CORD. It S yOUr paper! W. type anything. Reasonable rates. B.oopm at Our Lady Of Uiuxdes.
information and movie titles. V*r Viafff ¥ ■ — / Fast efficient service. Admission $7, food and
Come out, become aware and get Westmount-Erb area. Call 886- beverages, guest speaker York
involved. 7153 U. Professor Pastor Valle-Garay.
fm
CARRYING %\\
ALL THIS STOCK
'' 1124.'''' ' F IS KILLING US...
SO WE'RE HAVING AN: /
sfTfjfc/ inventory
CLEARANCE
SALE
upro U€l% OFF
JANUARY 18-31 ONLY!
CASH & CARRY ONLY!
PRICES ARE FOR WLU STUDENTS, STAFF & FACULTY ONLY. WLU I.D. MUST BE SHOWN AT TIME OF PURCHASE.
SYSTEMS MODEMS MONITORS
GENERIC 386/20 POCKET MODEM NEC 3D Multisync
• 80386 CPU @ 20 MHz • 1200 baud
• 1 Meg of RAM * use with PC ' laP ,0P or terminal
• 1.2 M/1,44M floppy drive ;
•42 Meg/28ms hard disk drive MISC. MllltlSynC MOfl.
• 101 enhanced keyboard
• serial/parallel ports Limited Quantities From
$1 79909
GENERIC 386/SX EMP 1200 A Misc. VGA Colour Mon.a I^9B
• 80386 CPU @ 16MHz *1200 baud Limited Quanties From **
• 1 Meg of RAM * 'ast c'lance buy this popular modem
• 1.2 M/1.44M floppy drive pric ® 9° es "f'
•42 Meg/28ms hard disk drive v*
* th° usands u *ed °n UW Campus
• 101 enhanced keyboard *
• serial/parallel ports
PRINTERS
GENERIC AT CARDINAL 2400 Raven 2417/Panasonle 1124
• 80286 CPU @ 12MHz 24 pin NLQ
• 640K RAM
• 1.2M/1.44Mfloppy drive
* 200 baud
-At .< u ■j» .
• Hayes compatible
• 42 Meg hard disk drive . made in USA
• 101 enhanced keyboard
•serial/parallel ports Raven 9101/PanaSOniC 1180
DEAL OF THE CENTURY!
.10 MHZ turbo processing speed + HARD DISK + LETTER =
.360/720K floppy drive
ztss32rm,°m w/ controller quality printer
.high res mono monitior & adaptor
PC FACTORY
170 University Ave. W., (University Shops Plaza II) Waterloo
tel: 746-4565 fax: 747-0932
OPERATING HOURS: 10 am - 6 pm, Mon - Wed; 10 am - 8 pm, Thurs & Fri; 10 am - 4 pm. Sat
